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adventure
ˈaircraft
airplaneˈ
[ԥd'ventݕԥ]
['eԥkrޝܤIW@
n. & vt. ߂䲙
n. 伎ᵪ

ᰦᘱ䈝ᘱ

disappoint
['dܼsԥ'pܼܧnt]
v. ཡᵋ˗⋴≄

appoint
[ԥ'pܼܧnt]
v. ᤷᇊ˗င⍮

argue
['ܤrgj]ݜ
vi. ҹ䇪˗ҹ

debate
[dܼ'bet]
v. 䗙䇪 ҹ䇪

discuss
[dܼ'skݞs]
v. 䇘䇪

risk
[rܼsk]
vt. ߂ĂĂ䲙

adventurous
[ԥd'vܭntݕԥrԥs]
adj. ௌ⅒߂䲙Ⲵ

venture
['ventݕԥ]
vi. ߂䲙˗ᣅᵪ

danger
['dend]ܬݤ
n. ড䲙

brave
[brev]
adj. ࣷᮒⲴ

bold
[bԥݜld]
adj. བྷ㛶Ⲵ

cast
[kޝܤVW@
vt. & vi. ᣅ᧧˗ᣋ

Broadcast
['brޝܧGNޝܤVW@
v. ᒯ

⌞φn. 䈃  
conj䘔䈃 

v. ࣞ䈃  adjᖘᇯ䈃 
numᮦ䈃 pron. ԙ䈃 

adv. ࢥ䈃
phr⸣䈣
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ᆖ⎧䍍gа㡜⧠൘ᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖䉃䈝ᱟᇎѹࣘ䇽ᰦˈ⭘ࣘ䇽ᖒ˄do˅ˈѫ䈝ᱟйঅ˄ㅜйӪ〠অᮠ˅ᰦˈࣘ䇽+s/es
˄does˅˗䉃䈝ᱟ㌫ࣘ䇽ᰦˈ⭘ beǄI ਾ䶒⭘ am˗йঅ⭘ is˗ަᆳӪ〠઼ᮠ⭘ are˗
2. 䖜ᦒ˖ᇊ don’t/doesn’t + v.˗am/is/are ਾ࣐ not˗⯁䰞 do/does/ am/is/are ᨀࡠѫ䈝ࡽ˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖ᖃ䉃䈝ᱟ৺⢙ࣘ䇽ᰦˈᴹ㻛ࣘᖒᔿ˖am/is/are + done˗
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘⽪Პ䙽ⵏ⨶ˈᇒ㿲һᇎˈ㓿ᑨᙗⲴһᛵǃࣘᡆа㡜ᙗһᇎ˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖sometimes, RIWHQ usually, always, every day (year, month ), once (twice, three times) a
day˗
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖ѫሶӾ⧠ǄѫӾਕ䜭㺘ሶᶕਜ਼ѹᰦˈᰦ䰤઼ᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕǄ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ˄ࣻᗵᤀ喛⚺⇑ܪ喍ᄿᓳ֊䷈喍ᢹಁᕚ˅
᷉㸋㑬ブ㩺⢋㣊㾈䇇⭥䇑㼍᷍⡟㳃㾮⤪䇤䐋㬗㚄㌊㚻⭥㾂䓼⼰㾯㬞᷍⤃㩵㵜⨗ⶤ㳍䐋㬗⮄᷍⽔㵍᱄
᷊

01. More than a dozen students in that school __________ abroad IRU IXUWKHU study every year.
A. sent
B. are sent
C. have been sent
D. have sent
02. $IWHU Jack had sent some emails, he __________ working on his work.
A. had started
B. has started
C. started
D. starts
03. Hurry up, or by the time we __________ at the cinemaˈthe ILOP will have begun.
A. had arrived
B. will have arrived
C. will arrive
D. arrive
04. You __________ easily in a IRUHLJQ company, LI you have a good command RI spoken English.
A. will promote
B. promote
C. will get promoted
D. are promoted
05. — Betty promised me to come round to keep you company today.
— But she __________. I’ve been alone all the time.
A. hasn’t
B. hadn’t
C. won’t
D. doesn’t
06. — Look! Somebody __________ the IORZHUV.
— Well, it wasn’t me. I didn’t do it.
A. is watering
B. was watering
C. had watered
D. has watered
07. We are proud that the old __________ in China.
A. are well taken care RI
B. is well taken care RI
C. have taken care RI
D. has taken care RI
-1-
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08. We are glad to hear that the terrorists __________ by the brave policemen several days ago.
A. were caught
B. are caught
C. have been caught
D. are going to be caught
09. I’ve known Sarah IRU nearly ten years. She __________ once my customer.
A. is
B. has been
C. was
D. had been
10. — Jim isn’t in the classroom, Where is he now?
— He __________ the library.
A. will go to
B. has been to
C. has gone to
D. goes to
࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
We talk every day. When we have good news, we like to share it with our good IULHQGV and when
something terrible happens, we make it known to others soon. But can you imagine that a tree can talk
and share news too? 2I course, no tree moves lips and says words just as people do. Strange as it may
sound, though, some trees do manage to communicate with each other.
Willow (ḣṁ) trees are the best-known RI these trees. When insects (ᰶ㲛) begin nibbling (ਞ)
a willow tree, the tree sends out a special smell at once. This smell tells the other willows that KDUPIXO
insects are coming near. All RI them quickly make a chemical (ॆᆖ⢙䍘) in their leaves. This
chemical is bad to the insects. The insects do not like it and they IO\ away soon. In this way, the willow
trees protect themselves IURP the insects.
The next time when you take a walk in the woods, maybe the trees are “talking” to each other
quietly. And when someone says that trees cannot “talk”, please tell them that even trees give messages
to each other, too.
1. Willow trees send messages with __________.
A. words
B. movements
C. smells
D. sounds
2. the underlined word “lips” in the ILUVW paragraph means __________.
A. ṁᒢ
B. ଷ
C. ᷍ᶑ
D. ࣯
3. The passage tells us that some RI the trees can __________.
A. speak just as people do
B. tell stories to others
C. communicate with each other
D. kill insects in the woods
4. According to the passage, the right order RI the IROORZLQJ is __________.
a. The willow tree gives out a smell.
b. The willow trees make a chemical in their leaves.
c. Insects IO\ away because RI the chemical.
d. Insects begin nibbling a willow tree.
A. d-a-b-c
B. d-b-a-c
C. a-b-c-d
D. d-c-b-a

࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Do you write your own blog (ঊᇒ)˛Do you RIWHQ 26 others’ blogs on the Internet?
All over the world, not only IDPRXV persons but also many students use blogs as diaries and
places to share their experience and 27 advice or help.
“I write my activities every day,
28
IXQQ\ things or worries in my OLIH.” says Lali, a
16-year-old high school student at Cambridge High School in Washington. “I like putting pictures on
my blog because it can make my blog more 29 and more people will like it, It’s a good way
to 30 my OLIH to the world.” She has had her blog IRU eight months.
Students like writing blogs
31
they can write anything they want to, but don’t need
to 32
any money.
Once you start to write your blog, you will 33 that you open up a new world. But what you
write down may trouble you 34 . So, use the blog FDUHIXOO\ 35 you can keep \RXUVHOI away
-2-
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IURP some trouble. The blog makes everybody’s OLIH FRORUIXO.
26. A. read
B. write
C. IRUJHW
27. A. learn IURP
B. deal with
C. ask IRU
28. A. without
B. between
C. including
29. A. common
B. modern
C. IDPRXV
30. A. show
B. send
C. bring
31. A. unless
B. while
C. until
32. A. save
B. spend
C. take
33. A. dream
B. think
C. ILQG
34. A. sometimes
B. always
C. ever
35. A. only when
B. even though
C. so that

D. miss
D. depend on
D. besides
D. interesting
D. report
D. because
D. waste
D. hope
D. never
D. ever since

অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ ᷉䇃䅌⼛᷍㾕⨗䎞㦘⭥⼛䈐䅃㯝᷍⽔㵍᱄᷊
adventure
appoint
Airplane˗aircraft disappoint
n. & vt.
v.
v.
n.
debate
discuss
risk
adventurous
v.
v.
vt.
adj.
danger
brave
bold
cast
n.
adj.
adj.
vt. & vi.
অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯 ᷉⼛䅌䇃᷍㾕⨗䎞㦘⭥䇃䈐⭆⪫᷍⽔㵍᱄᷊
n. & vt.
n.
v.
v.
߂䲙
伎ᵪ
ཡᵋ˗⋴≄
ᤷᇊ˗င⍮
v.
v.
vt.
adj.
䗙䇪 ҹ䇪
䇘䇪
߂ĂĂ䲙
ௌ⅒߂䲙Ⲵ
n.
adj.
adj.
vt. & vi.
ড䲙
ࣷᮒⲴ
བྷ㛶Ⲵ
ᣅ᧧˗ᣋ
ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃Ⱦ

argue
vi.
venture
vi.
broadcast
v.

vi.
ҹ䇪˗ҹ
vi.
߂䲙˗ᣅᵪ
v.
ᒯ

ㅜ 02 ཙ
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compass
deserted
['kݞmpԥs]
[dܼ'zޝܮWܼd]
n. 㖇ⴈ˗ᤷই䪸 adj. 㦂㣌Ⲵ˗
㠽ᔳⲴ
false
fault
>Iܧls]
>Iܧlt]
adj. 䭉䈟Ⲵ
n. 䭉䈟
hammer
['hæmԥ]
n. 䭔ᆀ˗ῼ

ham
[hæm]
n. ⚛㞯

desert
[( v.) dܼ'zޝܮW ( n.)
'dezԥt]
n. ⋉═
incorrect
[ܼnkԥ'rekt]
a. н↓⺞Ⲵ

dessert
[dܼ'zޝܮW@
n. ⭌⛩

error
['erԥ]
n. 䭉䈟˗ᐞ䭉

emotion
[ܼ'mԥ(ݕݜԥ)n]
n. ᝏᛵ˗ᛵ㔚

grammar
['græmԥ]
n. 䈝⌅

handsome
['hænsԥm]
adj. 㤡˗Ⲵ
㖾㿲Ⲵ

fry
>IUDܼ]
vt. & vi. ❾˗
⋩⛨
pretty
['prܼti]
a. ┲ӞⲴ
ad. ᖃൠ

ᆖ⎧䍍gа㡜䗷৫ᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖䉃䈝ᱟᇎѹࣘ䇽ᰦˈ⭘ࣘ䇽䗷৫ᔿ˖㿴ࡉࣘ䇽+ed ᶴᡀ˗⢩↺Ⲵ䴰㾱䇠ᗶ˗
䉃䈝ᱟ㌫ࣘ䇽ᰦˈ⭘ was/were˗ㅜаǃйӪ〠অᮠ⭘ wasˈަᆳ⭘ were˗
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

䖜ᦒ˖ᇊ didn’t + v.˗was/were ਾ䶒࣐ not˗⯁䰞ᖒᔿᱟᨀࡽ didǃwas/were ࡠѫ䈝ࡽ˗
㻛ࣘ˖ᖃ䉃䈝ᱟ৺⢙ࣘ䇽ᰦˈަ㻛ࣘᖒᔿ˖was/were + done˗
ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘⽪䗷৫Ⲵһᇎ˗
ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖just QRZ \HVWHUGD\ last… in  …ago ㅹ˗
⢩↺⭘⌅˖㺘⽪Āࡊࡊ˗ࡊāˈণ䈤䈍ѻࡽⲴһᇎǄ

䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. — Why are you so worried, Susan?
— Well, I __________ a test last week and I’m waiting IRU the result.
A. take
B. took
C. am taking
D. will take
02. As you go through this book, you __________ that each person who lived through World War II
had a GLIIHUHQW experience.
A. will ILQG
B. IRXQG
C. had IRXQG
D. have IRXQG
03. I have already seen the ILlm. I __________ it last month.
A. have seen
B. saw
C. had seen
D. would see
04. Opposite my school __________ a book store, __________ was built ten years ago.
A. is standinJ which B. VWRRG it
C. VWDQGV which
D. VWDQGV that
05. Driving DIWHU drinking wine __________ in China.
A. allows
B. doesn’t allow
C. is allowed
D. isn’t allowed
06. The ILUVW time I __________ Jack, he __________ to some students at the English Corner.
A. had VHHQ was talked B. VDZ talked
C. had VHHQ talked
D. VDZ was talking
07. I would have gone to America with my IULHQGV but I __________ by my mother.
A. was stopped
B. stopped
C. stop
D. would stop
08. The manager __________ IRU London IRU a business FRQIHUHQFH this DIWHUQRRQ. Can you get him to
the airport?
A. was leaving
B. OHIW
C. have OHIW
D. is leaving
09. — What happened? I called you several times yesterday evening, but I couldn’t get through.
— Sorry, my sister and I __________ on the phone at that time.
A. talked
B. have talked
C. were talking
D. have been talking
10. The new teacher UHIHUUHG to __________ to our school yesterday.
A. come
B. came
C. coming
D. comes
࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
It was a cloudy day on November 11, 2015. We walked in so quietly that the nurse at the desk
didn’t even lift her eyes IURP the book. Mum pointed at a big chair by the door and I knew she wanted
me to sit down. While I watched, mouth open It was a cloudy day on November 11, 2015. We walked
in surprise, Mum took off her hat and coat and gave them to me to hold. She walked quietly to the
small room by the OLIW and took out a wet mop. She pushed the mop past the desk and as the nurse
looked up, Mum nodded and said, “very dirty IORRUV.”
“Yes, I’m glad they’ve ILQDOO\ decided to clean them,” the nurse answered. She looked at Mum
strangely and said, “But aren’t you working late?”
Mum just pushed harder, each swipe RI the mop taking her IDUWKHU and IDUWKHU down the hall. I
watched until she was out of sight and the nurse had turned back to writing in the big book.
$IWHU a long time Mum came back. Her eyes were shining. She quickly put the mop back and took my
hand. As we turned to go out RI the door, Mum nodded politely to the nurse and said, “Thank you.”
Outside, Mum told me, “Dagma is ILQH. No IHYHU.”
“You see her, Mum?”
“2I course. I told her about the hospital rules, and she will not expect us until tomorrow. Dad will
stop worrying as well. It’s a ILQH hospital. But the IORRUV A mop is no good. You need a brush.”
1. When the nurse talked to Mum, she thought Mum was a __________.
A. nurse
B. cleaner
C. patient
D. visitor
2. What can we LQIHU about the hospital?
-4-
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A. It was a children’s hospital.
B. The nurses and doctors there don’t work hard.
C. It has strict rules about visiting hours.
D. A lot RI patients come to this hospital every day.
3. Mum went to see Dagma in the hospital to __________.
A. give her some messages about Dad
B. make sure her room was clean
C. check that she was still there
D. ILQG out how she was
4. Which RI the IROORZLQJ words can best describe Mum?
A. Clever
B. Hard-working
C. Warmly-hearted
D. Strange
OLIW v. / n. Ѯ䎧˗⭥ở
mop n. ᤆᢺ
out RI sigh ⴻн㿱

expect v. ᵏᵋˈᤷᵋ
point v. / n ᤷੁ˗㾱⛩
swipe v. ࡧĂĂ˗⥋ࠫ brush v. / n.ࡧ˗ࡧᆀ
take RII 䎧伎˗㝡㺓
look up ੁкⴻ˗ḕ

࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Eyes Can Speak
Much meaning can be carried clearly with our eyes, so it is RIWHQ 26 that eyes can speak.
Do you have such kind RI 27 ? In a bus you may look at a stranger, but not too long. And LI
he 28
that he is being looked at, he may IHHO XQFRPIRUWDEOH. The same in daily OLIH. ,I you are
looked at IRU more than necessary, you will look at \RXUVHOI up and down, to see LI there
is 29 wrong with you. ,I nothing goes wrong, you will IHHO 30 toward the person who is
looking at you that way. Eyes do speak, right?
Looking too long at someone may seem to be impolite. But sometimes things are GLIIHUHQW. ,I a
man looks at a woman IRU more than 10 seconds, it may mean that he wishes to attract (੨ᕅ) her
attention, to make her understand that he 31 her. When two people are in a conversation, the
speaker will only look at the listener IURP time to time,
32 make sure that the listener does pay
attention 33 what he or she is speaking. Lovers will enjoy looking at each other or being looked at
IRU a long time, to show something that 34
cannot express.
Clearly, eye contact should be done according to the relationship between two people and the
place 35 you stay.
26. A. spoken
B. said
C. told
D. talked
27. A. experience
B. eyes
C. mind
D. news
28. A. IRXQG
B. knew
C. ILQGV
D. saw
29. A. anything
B. something
C. everything
D. nothing
30. A. happy
B. angry
C. sad
D. WKDQNIXO
31. A. loves
B. hates
C. thanks
D. looks at
32. A. in order that
B. so that
C. in order to
D. IRU
33. A. IRU
B. RI
C. with
D. to
34. A. eyes
B. words
C. minds
D. body
35. A. which
B. that
C. where
D. there

অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
compass
deserted
n.
adj.
false
fault
adj.
n.
hammer
ham
n.
n.

desert
n.
incorrect
a.
grammar
n.
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dessert
n.
emotion
n.
handsome
adj.

error
n.
fry
vt. & vi.
pretty
a. / ad.
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অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
n.
adj.
n.
㖇ⴈ˗ᤷই䪸
㦂㣌Ⲵ˗㠽ᔳⲴ
⋉═
adj.
n.
a.
䭉䈟Ⲵ
䭉䈟
н↓⺞Ⲵ
n.
n.
n.
䭔ᆀ˗ῼ
⚛㞯
䈝⌅
ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ

n.
⭌⛩
n.
ᝏᛵ˗ᛵ㔚
adj.
㤡˗Ⲵ㖾㿲Ⲵ

n.
䭉䈟˗ᐞ䭉
vt. & vi.
⋩❾˗⋩⛨
a. ┲ӞⲴ
ad. ᖃൠ

ㅜ 03 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
smart
honest
[smޝܤW@
['ܥnܼst]
a. 㚚᰾Ⲵˈ
a. 䈊ᇎⲴ˗
ᦧⲴ
↓ⴤⲴ
match
march
[mæt]ݕ
[mޝܤW]ݕ
n. ⚛Ḥ˗∄䎋
v. ࡽ䘋
paragraph
Separate
['pærԥgrޝܤI@
[ v.ޖsepԥreܼW
adj.ޖseprԥt]
n. ⇥㩭
֯࠶˗অ⤜Ⲵ

loyal
['lܼܧԥl]
a. ᘐ䈊Ⲵ˗
ᘐᗳⲴ
mirror
['mܼrԥ]
n. 䮌ᆀ
character
['kærԥktԥ]
n. ᙗṬ˗
⢩㢢˗ᆇㅖ

lie
[laܼ]
n. / v. 䈾䈍˗
䈾䀰
terror
['terԥ]
n.  ᙆ
telescope
['telܼskԥݜp]
n. ᵋ䘌䮌

hunt
[hݞnt]
vt. & vi. & n.
ᢃ⤾˗⤾ਆ˗ᩌራ
parachute
['pærԥݕXޝW@
n. 䱽㩭Վ
saw
[s@ޝܧ
n. 䭟

ᆖ⎧䍍gа㡜ሶᶕᰦ&䗷৫ሶᶕᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖ be going to GR will/shall GR be to GR be about to do˗would/should do˗
2. 䖜ᦒ˖൘ be ᡆ wouldǃshould ਾ࣐ not ਈᇊ˗ᨀࡽ be ᡆ wouldǃshould ࡠѫ䈝ࡽਈ䰞ਕ˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖will/shall be GRQH would/should be GRQH ަᆳⲴਈ to do Ѫ㻛ࣘⲴ to be done˗
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘⽪ሶᶕ㾱ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆᆈ൘Ⲵ⣦ᘱǄԕ⧠൘Ѫ䎧⛩ቡ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᐢ䗷৫ⲴḀ⛩
Ѫ䎧⛩ቡ⭘䗷৫ሶᶕᰦ˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖tomorrow, next week…, in IXWXUH in the IXWXUH in +ᰦ䰤⇥ㅹǄ
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖
a. be going to do 㺘⽪ѫ䈝Āᢃ㇇ˈᜣ㾱ĂĂā
ˈח䟽ѫ㿲ᙗ˗will/shall do 㺘ᇒ㿲Ⲵሶᶕ˗be to do
㺘᤹䇑ࡂˈᆹᧂ㾱ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˗ be about to do 㺘Ѥ⭼ⲴࣘˈĀ↓㾱ˈ傜к㾱ĂĂā˗
b. പᇊਕᔿ˖⽸֯ਕ+ and/or/then +䱸䘠ਕ˄йњ㘳⛩˖⽸֯ਕⲴࣘ䇽ᖒ˗䘎䇽˗䱸䘠ਕⲴሶ
ᶕᰦ˅
˗
c. 䗷৫ሶᶕᰦᑨ⭘൘ѫਕ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ᱟ䗷৫ᰦⲴᇮ䈝ӾਕѝǄ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ

01. Julia is good at languages, and she __________ IRXU languages very well.
A. speak
B. spoke
C. speaks
D. is speaking
02. — Dr. Jackson is not in his RIILFH at the moment.
— All right. I __________ him later.
A. will call
B. have called
C. call
D will be calling
03. — Susan, why are you still here? They are all ready to set out.
— I’m sorry, but I __________ when to leave.
A. am not told
B. don’t tell
C. wasn’t told
D. didn’t tell
04. You have no chance RI getting the position. I’m DIUDLG you __________ your time LI you apply IRU
-6-
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it.
A. waste
B. have wasted
C. have been wasting D. will be wasting
05. The Chinese Communist Party __________ in Shanghai in 1921.
A. was IRXQG
B. IRXQG
C. was IRXQGHG
D. IRXQGHG
06. — Hi, Mr. Smith. Which department do you work in?
— I am in the Marketing Department now, but I __________ in the Sales Department EHIRUH long.
A. worked
B. will work
C. have worked
D. will have worked
07. Would you please keep silent? The weather report __________ and I want to listen.
A.is broadcasted
B. had been broadcast C.has been broadcasted D. is being broadcasted
08. The sky is clouding RYHU We can see there __________ a rainstorm.
A. is going to be
B. is going to have
C. will be
D. will have
09. Rubbish __________ light DIWHU this kind RI new machine is invented.
A. will be made use RI giving
B. will be made use RI to give
C. will be used RI to give
D. will make use RI to give
10. — What do you think RI his newly-published book?
— It’s the best one he __________, I must say.
A. wrote
B. is writing
C. will write
D. has written
࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
In the United States, parents usually encourage their children to develop their potential. They pay
attention to what their kids can do, not what they can’t. As a result, US boys and girls hope to be actors,
athletes and GRFWRUV many even want to become presidents when they grow up.
US parents RIWHQ encourage their children to take part in all kinds RI activities at school. They
believe that joining in these activities can make their children mature. Schoolwork is important, but
they think that social skills are important as well.
But things in China are GLIIHUHQW. Chinese parents RIWHQ tell their children to study hard and pass
exams. They think that, IRU a student, staying away IURP schoolbooks means wasting time. This puts a
lot RI pressure on Chinese students, so leaders in China’s education department have called IRU less
homework at the lower grades. Only healthy kids can become healthy adults.
1. American parents think that __________.
A. Social skills are as important as schoolwork
B. Schoolwork is more important than social skills
C. Schoolwork is less important than social skills
D. Passing exams is the most important IRU their children
2. Why do many American children have their dream jobs?
A. Because they start school earlier than Chinese children.
B. Because they study hard.
C. Because their parents encourage them to do less homework.
D. Because their parents usually pay attention to what they can do, not what they can’t.
3. Chinese parents think that __________.
A. taking part in all kinds RI activities at school can make their children mature
B. staying away IURP schoolbooks means wasting time
C. their children should do what they want to do
D. social skills is necessary IRU the students at lower grades
4. According to this passage the writer thinks __________.
A. China’s education is better than America’s
B. Chinese students at the lower grades should have more homework
C. America’s education is better than China’s
D. Chinese students have less pressure than America’s
potential ▌㜭

athlete 䘀ࣘઈ

mature ᡀ⟏Ⲵ
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pressure ࣋

healthy ڕᓧⲴ
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࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
How can you think in English? I think the best way is to practice as what a IRRWEDOO player does
every day. During the 26
the IRRWEDOO player will pass the ball to his teammates over and over
again. So he won’t have to
27
passing the ball in the game, he will just do it. You
can 28 \RXUVHOI to think in English this way. The ILUVW step is to think RI the words that you use
daily, simple everyday words 29 book or shoe or tree. For example, whenever you
30 a
“book”, you should think RI it in English instead RI in your mother language.
$IWHU you have learned to think RI several words in English, then move on to the next step thinking in 31 . Listening and repeating is a very XVHIXO 32
to learn a language. Listen ILUVW
and don’t care too much about
33
you IXOO\ understand what you’re hearing. Try to repeat what
you hear. The more you listen, the 34
you learn. $IWHU you reach a higher level, 35 having
conversations with \RXUVHOI in English. This will lead you to think in English.
26. A. practice
B. break
C. game
D. day
27. A. wait IRU
B. think about
C. look at
D. give up
28. A. allow
B. train
C. tell
D. ask
29. A. in
B. about
C. like
D. IURP
30. A. buy
B. keep
C. borrow
D. see
31. A. sentences
B. Passages
C. Lessons
D. classes
32. A. idea
B. step
C. way
D. pan
33. A. which
B. whether
C. how
D. why
34. A. harder
B. less
C. later
D. more
35. A. remember
B. stop
C. start
D. ILQLVK
অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
smart
honest
a.
a.
match
march
n.
v.
paragraph
separate
n.
v. / a.

loyal
a.
mirror
n.
character
n.

অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
a.
a.
a.
㚚᰾ⲴˈᦧⲴ 䈊ᇎⲴ˗↓ⴤⲴ ᘐ䈊Ⲵ˗ᘐᗳⲴ
n.
v.
n.
⚛Ḥ˗∄䎋
ࡽ䘋
䮌ᆀ
n.
v. / a.
n.
⇥㩭
֯࠶˗অ⤜Ⲵ ᙗṬ˗⢩㢢˗ᆇㅖ
ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ
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lie
n. / v.
terror
n.
telescope
n.

n. / v.
䈾䈍˗䈾䀰
n.
 ᙆ
n.
ᵋ䘌䮌

hunt
vt. & vi. & n.
parachute
n.
saw
n.

vt. & vi. & n.
ᢃ⤾˗⤾ਆ˗ᩌራ
n.
䱽㩭Վ
n.
䭟

ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶

ㅜ 04 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
scared
scar
[skeԥd]
[sk@ޝܤ
a.  Ⲵ
n. ࡋՔˈՔⰅ

scarf
[skޝܤI@
n. തᐮ

share
[ݕeԥ]
n. / v. ԭ仍˗
࠶ӛ˗ޡᴹ

market
['mޝܤNܼt]
n. ᐲ൪

solution
[sԥ'luݕԥn]
n. 䀓ㆄ˗
䀓ߣᯩṸ

resolution
[rezԥ OX(ݕޝԥ)n]
n. ߣᗳ

solve
[sܧlv]
v. 䀓ߣ

sorrow
['sܥrԥ]ݜ
n. ᛢ૰˗ᛢⰋ

arrow
['ærԥ]ݜ
n. ㇝

row
[rԥ]ݜ
v. ࡂ㡩
n. 㹼˗ᧂ

pronunciation
[prԥ,nݞnsܼ'eܼ(ݕԥ)n]
n. ਁ丣

survive
[sԥ'vaܼv]
vi. & vt. ᒨݽҾ˗
ᒨᆈ

surface
['sޝܮIܼs]
n. 㺘䶒

classical
['klæsܼkl]
a. ਔިⲴ

ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ

ᆖ⎧䍍g⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖am/is/are + doing˗
2. 䖜ᦒ˖൘ am/is/are ਾ䶒࣐ not ਈᇊ˗ᢺ am/is/are ᨀࡠѫ䈝ࡽਈ⯁䰞˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖am/is/are being done˗
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘⽪䈤䈍ᰦᡆ⧠
⧠䱦⇥↓൘ڊᡆਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖now, this week, at this momentˈright now ㅹ˗ᡆ㘵ᨀањ߶⺞Ⲵ⧠൘ᰦ䰤˗ᡆ
㘵⭘ look, listen˄ᑨ⭘ҾਕᆀⲴᔰཤˈ㺘⽪ᨀ䟂ੜ㘵⌘↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˅
˗
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖
a. аӋ㺘⽪ս㖞〫ࣘਈॆⲴࣘ䇽˄ྲ go , come , leave , IO\ , move, start, begin , arrive, , stay, return
ㅹ˅Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕ˗
b. ⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦо⸝Ჲᙗࣘ䇽ᩝ䝽֯⭘ᰦਟ㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴᰦᘱˈ㺘⽪ᐢ㓿ᔰфᖸᘛቡ㾱㔃ᶏⲴࣘ
Ǆ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. — Alas! I have OHIW my key to the RIILFH in my car.
— Don’t worry. I __________ it IRU you. Wait a minute.
A. get
B. am going to get
C. will get
D. am getting
02. They got married and __________in Shanghai.
A. settled
B. settling
C. to settling down
D. settling down
03. — Which hotel are you in?
— I __________ in a hotel. A IULHQG I met on the train IURP the south __________ to put me up.
A .haven’t VWD\HG has RIIHUHG
B. am not VWD\LQJ RIIHUHG
C. am not VWD\LQJ is RIIHULQJ
D. do not VWD\ RIIHUV
04. He RIWHQ __________ supper at 6:00 in the evening.
A. have
B. has
C. is having
D. is eating
05. He must have sensed that I __________ him. He suddenly glanced at me and said quietly, “Why
are you staring at me like that?”
A. would look at
B. looked at
C. was looking at
D. am looking at
06. The opportunity Jack had looked IRUZDUG __________ at last when he was named FKLHI engineer .
-9-
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A. came
B. to coming
C. to came
D. to come
07. — Why do you do volunteer work in the North-West?
— I __________ to improve the lives RI the children there through my HIIRUWV.
A. was trying
B. have tried
C. am trying
D. tried
08. They are living with their parents IRU the moment because their own house __________.
A. has rebuilt
B. has been rebuilt
C. is rebuilt
D. is being rebuilt
09. Come in and sit down and I __________ you what I’ve IRXQG recently.
A. show
B. will show
C. showed
D. was showing
10. — Do you have any idea why Jenny OHIW the ILUP"
— Probably, she __________ IRU a pay rise, but was turned down.
A. has held out
B. has been holding out C. holds out
D. held out

࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
What is your IDYRULWH color? Do you like yellow, orange, or red? ,I you do, you must be an active
person who enjoys OLIH. Do you like blue? Then you are probably quiet, shy, and would rather IROORZ
than lead.
Colors do influence our moods. A yellow room makes most people IHHO more FKHHUIXO and more
relaxed than a dark green RQH and a red dress brings warmth and cheer to the saddest winter day. On
the other hand, black is depressing. There was a black bridge over the Thames River near London. The
number RI people who killed themselves on that bridge used to be larger than on any other bridge in
the area until it was repainted green.
Light and bright colors make people not only happier but also more active. In the IDFWRU\ the
workers will work better, harder and have IHZHU accidents when their machines are painted orange
rather than black.
1. An active person may like __________.
A. yellow, orange or red
B. yellow, black or red
C. orange, blue or black
D. black, red or orange
2. Most people IHHO more __________ in a yellow room than in a dark green one.
A. tired
B. bored
C. worried
D. relaxed
3. More people killed themselves on the black bridge than on any other bridge probably because
__________
A. the bridge was very tall
B. the bridge was too crowded
C. people didn’t like the bridge
D. the color RI the bridge was depressing
4. In the IDFWRU\ when the machines are painted orange, the workers will work __________
A. worse
B. harder
C. more slowly
D. more angrily
5. Which could be the best title IRU the passage?
A. &KHHUIXO Colors
B. Your Favorite Color
C. The Secret RI Color
D. The Color RI a Bridge
LQIOXHQFH ᖡ૽

depress ᣁ

accident һ᭵

࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Big schoolbags have been a serious problem IRU students IRU a long time. Maybe your schoolbag
is too 26 to carry, and it troubles you a lot 27 you want to ILQG a book out to read, Now an
e-textbook will 28
you.
It is said that e-textbooks are going to be 29
in Chinese middle schools. An e-textbook, in
IDFW is a small
30 IRU students. It is much
31
than a usual schoolbag and easy to carry.
Though it is as small as a book, it can 32
all the materials (ᶀᯉ) IRU study. The students can read
the text page by page on the 33 , take notes with the pointer (ቿ߉ㅄ). Or even “ 34
” their
homework to their teachers by sending e-mails. All they have to do is to press a button.
Some people say e-textbooks are good. but some say they may be 35 IRU the students’ eyes.
What do you think RI it?
- 10 -
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26. A. light
27. A. till
28. A. trouble
29. A. used
30. A. TV
31. A. heavier
32. A. hold
33. A. blackboard
34. A. ILQG out
35. A. KHOSIXO

B. heavy
B. DIWHU
B. prevent
B. kept
B. radio
B. lighter
B. build
B. desk
B. hand in
B. IDPRXV

C. XVHIXO
C. EHIRUH
C. help
C. invented
C. pen
C. cheaper
C. discover
C. screen
C. get back
C. good

D. FRPIRUWDEOH
D. when
D. understand
D. lent
D. computer
D. brighter
D. practise
D. card
D. give back
D. bad

অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
scared
scar
a.
n.
solution
resolution
n.
n.
row
pronunciation
v.
n.

scarf
n.
solve
v.
survive
vi. & vt.

share
n. / v.
sorrow
n.
surface
n.

অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
a.
n.
 Ⲵ
ࡋՔˈՔⰅ
n.
n.
䀓ㆄ˗䀓ߣᯩṸ ߣᗳ
n.
v. ࡂ㡩
ਁ丣
n. 㹼˗ᧂ

n.
തᐮ
v.
䀓ߣ
vi. & vt
ᒨݽҾ˗ᒨᆈ

n. / v.
ԭ仍˗࠶ӛ˗ޡᴹ
n.
ᛢ૰˗ᛢⰋ
n.
㺘䶒

n.
ᐲ൪
n.
㇝
a.
ਔިⲴ

bathroom
> E șUXP@
n. ⎤ᇔ˗ᡰ

broad
[brޝܧG@
adj. ᇭⲴ

closet
['klܥzܼt]
n. ₡˗
ۘ㯿ᇔ

market
n.
arrow
n.
classical
a.

ㅜ 05 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
formal
bathe
> Iܧrml]
[beܼð]
a. ↓ᔿⲴ˗
v. ⍇◑
ᤈ䉘Ⲵ
occur
[ԥ'k@ޝܮ
vi. ਁ⭏

command
[kԥ'mænd]
v. ᤷᥕ˗᧗ࡦ

commander
[kԥ'mænd]ܬ
n. ਨԔᇈ˗ᤷᥕᇈ

communicate
[kԥ PMXޝQܼkeܼt]
vi. Ӕ䱵˗⋏䙊˗
Ր䗮

compare
[kԥm'peԥ]
vt. ∄䖳

contrast
['kܥntrޝVW@
n. ሩ∄

pare
[peԥ]
vt. ࡺⳞ˗৫

equal
['i:kwԥl]
a. ㅹⲴ˗㜌ԫⲴ

equality
[ܼ'kwlԥti]
n. ᒣㅹ

equation
[ܼ'kweݤn]
n. ᯩ〻ᔿ˗
ㅹᔿ

ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ
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ᆖ⎧䍍g䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖was/were + doing˗
2. 䖜ᦒ˖൘ was/were ਾ䶒࣐ not ਈᇊ˗ᢺ was/were ᨀࡠѫ䈝ࡽਈ⯁䰞˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖was/were being done˗
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘䗷৫Ḁаᰦᡆ䗷
䗷৫Ⲵањ䱦⇥↓൘ڊᡆਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵ˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ䰤⛩Ⲵ⣦䈝ྲ at this time yesterday, at 8 last night ᡆо when, while,
as ᕅሬⲴ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝䘎⭘˗
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦҏਟԕ㺘⽪ሶᶕ㾱ਁ⭏ⲴࣘˈণᖃҾ䗷৫ሶᶕᰦⲴ⭘⌅Ǆ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. We __________ any Chinese class on Friday.
A. are having
B. aren’t having
C. don’t have
D. has
02. ,I their marketing plans succeedˈthey __________ their sales by 20 percent.
A. will increase
B. have been increasing C. have increased
D. would be increasing
03. — Did you catch what I said?
— Sorry, I __________ a text message just now.
A. had answered
B. have answered
C. would answer
D. was answering
04. Camachoˈthe IRUPHU Chinese IRRWEDOO coachˈ__________ in China between 2011 and 2013.
A. have worked
B. worked
C. had worked
D. works
05. We went to the reading-room to do some reading, only to be told that it __________.
A. was decorated
B. had decorated
C. had been decorating D. was being decorated
06. Since 2012, when he __________, the soldier has been in the army.
A. had married
B. has married
C. got married
D. is married
07. This computer is GLIIHUHQW IURP the one I __________ in my last job.
A. use
B. have used
C. used
D. had used
08. — Why don’t we choose that road to save time?
— The bridge to it __________.
A. has repaired
B. is repaired
C. will be repaired
D. is being repaired
09. — Would you care IRU a cup RI FRIIHH"
— I just __________ one. Thank you just the same.
A. had
B. have had
C. would have
D. will have
10. — What happened to Bill?
— He __________ really IDVW when suddenly he ran into a parked car.
A. was running
B. had run
C. has run
D. has been running
࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
A doctor was once teaching a class RI medical students at a IDPRXV hospital in Edinburg. An
injured man was brought in, and the doctor turned to one RI his students and asked him, “What’s
wrong with this man?”
“I don’t know, sir,” the student answered. “Shall I examine him and ILQG out?”
“There’s no need to examine him,” said the doctor. “You should know without asking questions.
He has hurt his right knee. Didn’t you notice the way he walked? He hurt it by burning it in the ILUH.
You see his trousers leg is burnt away at the knee. This is Monday morning. Yesterday was ILQH but on
Saturday the roads were wet and muddy. The man’s trousers are muddy all over. The man IHOO down
on Saturday night.”
The doctor then turned to the man and said, “You had your pay on Saturday and went to a public
house and drank too much. You got muddy and wet on the way home. Because you had drunk too
much, you IHOO on the ILUH and burnt your knee. Is that right?
“Yes, sir,” said the man.
1. The medical students were having a lesson __________.
A. at the library
B. at a well-known hospital
C. in a classroom
D. in a medical school
- 12 -
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2. The man hurt his knee __________.
A. on Monday
B. on Sunday night
C. on Saturday night
D. yesterday
3. How did the doctor know that the man burnt his knee?
A. From the way he walked.
B. By seeing his trousers leg is burnt away at the knee.
C. By seeing the man’s trousers are muddy all over.
D. Both A and B
4. Which is the right order according to the passage?
ķ He burnt his knee. ĸHe got drunk. ĹHe IHOO down and got muddy. ĺHe had his pay.
A. ķĸĹĺ
B. ĺĹĸķ
C. Ĺĺķĸ
D. ĺĸķĹ
5. From the passage we know that __________ is very important IRU medical students.
A. watching and thinking
B. taking good care RI others
C. learning IURP others
D. teaching
injure Քᇣ

knee 㟍ⴆ

muddy ⌕⌎Ⲵ

࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Stone is all around us. Stone is usually very hard, 26
it can also be VRIW. Stones have many
uses.
In some
27
, artists carve (䴅) EHDXWLIXO things out RI VRIW stones, because they can be
shaped easily. In ancient times, people carved 28
persons or animals out RI VRIW stones, which
could be carried along with. While in some European countries, statues ( 䴅 ກ ) are
carved 29 hard stones and they do not change easily. In summer, the hot sun 30 on these
statues and in winter the snow IDOOV on them, but they 31 remain EHDXWLIXO.
Stone is strong and long-lasting. So, it is 32
enough IRU buildings. A house built RI stone
does not catch ILUH as easily as 33 made RI wood. Some stones are colored, so they make
the 34
look ZRQGHUIXO. People can also get a ILUH with stones. Besides, some kinds RI stones can
be used to 45
jewellery (⨐ᇍ). We’ve IRXQG stones are really amazing.
26. A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
27. A. countries
B. cities
C. IDFWRULHV
D. parks
28. A. young
B. old
C. small
D. big
29. A. into
B. RI
C. IRU
D. IURP
30. A. shines
B. drops
C. puts
D. ILWV
31. A. even
B. still
C. never
D. RIWHQ
32. A. good
B. big
C. long
D. old
33. A. this
B. none
C. one
D. it
34. A. stones
B. buildings
C. ILUH
D. wood
35. A. ILQG
B. sell
C. buy
D. make
অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
formal
bathe
a.
v.
occur
comman
vi.
v.
contrast
pare
n.
vt.

bathroom
n.
commander
n.
equal
a.
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broad
adj.
communicate
vi.
equality
n.

closet
n.
compare
vt.
equation
n.
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অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
a.
v.
↓ᔿⲴ˗ᤈ䉘Ⲵ ⍇◑

n.
⎤ᇔ˗ᡰ

adj.
ᇭⲴ

n.
₡˗ۘ㯿ᇔ

vi.
ਁ⭏

v.
ᤷᥕ˗᧗ࡦ

n.
ਨԔᇈ˗ᤷᥕᇈ

vi.
Ӕ䱵˗⋏䙊˗Ր䗮

vt.
∄䖳

n.
ሩ∄

vt.
ࡺⳞ˗৫

a.
ㅹⲴ˗㜌ԫⲴ

n.
ᒣㅹ

n.
ᯩ〻ᔿ˗ㅹᔿ

ㅜ 06 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
exchange
expression
[ܼks'tݕend]ݤ
[ܼNޖVSUHݕn]
vt. & n. Ӕᦒ˗
n. ⸝䈝˗㺘ᛵ
Ӕ⍱˗ᦒށ

impression
[ܼm'pre(ݕԥ)n]
n. ঠ䊑˗ᖡ૽

fall
>IޝܧO@
n / v. ⿻ཙ˗
♁ᐳ˗㩭л

global
['glԥݜb(ԥ)l]
a. ˗Ⲵ⨳ޘ
⨳ᖒⲴ

independent
[,ܼndܼ'pendԥnt]
a. ⤜・㠚ѫⲴ

International
[ܼntԥ'næ(ݕԥ)n(ԥ)l]
adj. ഭ䱵Ⲵ

government
['ܳݞvܬnmԥnt]
n. ᭯ᓌ˗䰱

govern
['ܳݞvܬn]
v. 㔏⋫

howl
[haݜl]
vi. & n. ᙂ੬˗
ಾଝ

majority
[mԥ'dܥݤrܼtܼ]
n. ཊᮠ˗བྷॺ

major
['meܼdݤԥ]
a. ѫ㾱Ⲵ

native
civil
['neܼtܼv]
['sܼvl]
adj. / n ᵜഭⲴ˗ a. ഭⲴ
ᵜൠⲴ

local
['lԥݜk(ԥ)l]
a. ᖃൠⲴ˗
ᵜൠӪ

ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ

ᆖ⎧䍍g⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖have/has GRQH
2. 䖜ᦒ˖൘ haveǃhas ਾ䶒࣐ not ਈᇊ˗ᨀࡽ haveǃhas ࡠѫ䈝ࡽਈ⯁䰞˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖have/has been done˗
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖ਁ⭏൘䗷৫Ⲵࣘ˄〓ㅹ䐚⭞㯖⿑㬒㸋䐚⭥Ⱀ䔘˅
ˈሩ⧠൘ᴹᖡ૽˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖just, still, yet, recently, so IDU up to now, till now, these days, LQRYHUGXULQJIRU the
past …, since +䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤⛩ᡆӾਕˈIRU +ᰦ䰤⇥ㅹ˗
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖
a. ᱟḀӪㅜࠐ⅑ڊḀһ˖It/This is … time that sb. has/have done sth.
b. ӾḀһਁ⭏ᐢ㓿ཊѵҶ˖It is/has been … since sb. did sth.
ᙍ㘳˖а㡜䗷৫ᰦ઼⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴࣘ䜭ᱟਁ⭏൘䗷৫ˈྲօ४࠶䘉єњᰦᘱ˛
䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. Attention! %HIRUH the plane__________, passengers will have thirty minutes to board.
A. takes RII
B. will take RII
C. took RII
D. has taken RII
02. In the near IXWXUH more advances in the electrical automobile technology __________ by
scientists.
A. are making
B. are made
C. will make
D. will be made
- 14 -
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03. The girl is interested in sport and __________ badminton classes twice a week over the last three
years.
A. took
B. is taking
C. takes
D. has been taking
04. The telephone __________ three times in the last hour, and each time it __________ IRU my sister.
A. had UXQJ was
B. has UXQJ was
C. UDQJ has been
D. has been ULQJLQJ is
05. Raising his voice a bit, Mr. Brown repeated his words to his son, but still __________ no answer.
A. to receive
B. receiving
C. had received
D. received
06. — Have you seen my e-mail about our TESL project˛
—Yes. Luckily I checked my e-mails yesterday. Normally I __________ my e-mail box RIWHQ.
A. haven’t opened
B. don’t open
C. hadn’t opened
D. didn’t open
07. — Alvin, are you coming with us?
— I’d love to, but something unexpected __________.
A. has come up
B. was coming up
C. had come up
D. would come up
08. — Long time no see! Where have you been?
— I went to Ningxia and __________ there IRU one year, teaching as a volunteer.
A. had stayed
B. stay
C. stayed
D. am staying
09. — Have you seen Jack in his RIILFH"
— Yes, he __________ the report on the market research since eight this morning.
A. has preparing IRU
B. has been preparing C. prepared
D. is going to prepare
10. I __________ to reach the manager IRU the last two hours but the line is always busy.
A. tried
B. have tried
C. had tried
D. have been trying

࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
Most people have IORZQ kites or have seen one in a strong spring wind. Not so many people know
that kites were ILUVW made in China thousands RI years ago. The ancient Chinese were making and
IO\LQJ kites even EHIRUH they were writing.
A long time ago, the Chinese made kites to use in wars. They would IO\ these war kites in the dark.
The kites were IL[HG so that they made strange sounds. Men who were at war with them would hear
these sounds and run away. They thought those sounds were made by gods in the sky.
The ancient Chinese also IOHZ kites to bring good luck and to make their crops grow rich and tall.
Sometimes they tied long strings and hooks to their kites. Then they would IO\ the kites over water,
letting the hooks hang down to catch ILVK.
The Chinese use sticks, strings and paper IRU their kites. Some RI these kites look like animals or
trees. Others look like birds or houses.
1. The main idea RI the ILUVW paragraph is that __________.
A. most RI us have IORZQ or seen one
B. kites were ILUVW made in China
C. the ancient Chinese were making kites EHIRUH they were writing
D. the ancient Chinese were good at making kites
2. In ancient China kites could be used IRU __________.
A. catching ILVK
B. helping people IO\
C. watering the crops
D. helping people walk in the dark
3. The ancient Chinese used kites in wars because the kites __________.
A. could bring good luck
B. looked like animals
C. could help them win a war
D. could IO\ high
4. The Chinese usually use __________ IRU their kites.
A. sticks, strings and grass
B. strings, hair and wood
C. paper, strings and sticks
D. paper, ropes and hooks
5. What is the best title RI this passage?
A. Lucky Kites
B. Strange Kites
C. %HDXWLIXO Kites
D. Chinese Kites
ancient ਔԓⲴ

string 㔣ᆀ

hook 䫙ᆀ
- 15 -
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࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Homesick is a compound (༽ਸⲴ) word made up RI HOME and SICK. You know what
each 26 means on its own, RI course, but do you know the meaning 27 they are used
together? The GHILQLWLRQ (ᇊѹ) RI homesick is SICK FOR HOME. It means you miss your home.
Now think IRU a minute 28
SEASICK. ,I you change the word HOME in the GHILQLWLRQ to the
word SEA, would the GHILQLWLRQ 29
SEASICK? Does seasick mean SICK FOR SEA? It means
something quite
30 . Seasick means SICK BY THE MOVEMENT ON THE SEA. When you
are 31 , the only place you want to be is at home. When you are seasick, 32 you want to be
is at sea.
Have you ever 33
a person being heartsick? Heartsick doesn’t mean that something is wrong
with a person’s heart. People are heartsick when they are 34 deep inside as LI their hearts are
broken.
And we also have other compound words, such as handshake and 35 . Perhaps you may write
GHILQLWLRQV IRU them. It must be KHOSIXO to know something like this in your English study.
26. A. word
B. Phrase
C. Sentenc
D. passage
27. A. how
B. why
C. when
D. where
28. A. IRU
B. IURP
C. about
D. like
29. A. get
B. ILW
C. read
D. have
30. A. right
B. wrong
C. same
D. GLIIHUHQW
31. A. homesick
B. heartsick
C. seasick
D. carsick
32. A. the ILUVW place
B. the last place
C. the only place
D. the VDIH place
33. A. thought over
B. thought out
C. heard IURP
D. heard RI
34. A. hurt
B. hit
C. loved
D. moved
35. A. hobby
B. height
C. heaven
D. handbag
অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
exchange
expression
vt. & n.
n.
government
govern
n.
v.
majority
major
n.
a.
অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
vt. & n.
n.
Ӕᦒ˗Ӕ⍱˗⸝ ᦒށ䈝˗㺘ᛵ

impression
n.
howl
vi. & n.
native
adj. / n.

fall
n. / v.
independent
a.
civil
a.

global
a.
international
adj.
local
a.

n.
ঠ䊑˗ᖡ૽

n / v.
⿻ཙ˗♁ᐳ˗㩭л

a.
⨳˗Ⲵ⨳ޘᖒⲴ

n.
᭯ᓌ˗䰱

v.
㔏⋫

vi. & n.
ᙂ੬˗ಾଝ

a.
⤜・㠚ѫⲴ

adj.
ഭ䱵Ⲵ˗ц⭼Ⲵ

n.
ཊᮠ˗བྷॺ

a.
ѫ㾱Ⲵ

adj. / n.
ᵜഭⲴ˗ᵜൠⲴ

a.
ഭⲴ

a.
ᖃൠⲴ˗ᵜൠӪ
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ㅜ 07 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
organization
opposite
president
>ܳޝܧޙԥnaܼ'zeܼݕn]
['ܥpԥzܼt]
['prezܼd(ԥ)nt]
n. 㓴㓷˗ᵪᶴ˗ഒփ prep. ൘ĂĂ
n. ᙫ㔏˗ṑ䮯˗
ሩ䶒
㹼䮯
residence
pronounce
publish
['rezܼd(ԥ)ns]
[prԥ'naݜns]
['pݞblܼ]ݕ
n. տᆵ
vt. ਁ丣˗ᇓ˗ v. ਁ㺘˗ࠪ⡸˗
ᯝ䀰
ޜᐳ
repeat
replace
service
[rܼ SLޝW@
[rܼ'pleܼs]
['sޝܮYܼs]
n. vi. 䟽˗ڊ䟽༽
vt. ਆԓ˗ᴯᦒ˗ n. ᴽ࣑˗
ԓᴯ
ᴽ࣑ᙗᐕ
ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ

reside
[rܼ'zaܼd]
v. ትտ

resident
>ޖUܭzܼdԥnt]
n. ት≁˗ትտ㘵

pub
[pݞb]
n. 䞂

print
[prܼnt]
v. ঠࡧˈᢃঠ

conservation
[kܥnsԥ'veܼ(ݕԥ)n]
n. ؍ᣔ˗㔤ᣔ

signal
['sܼgnl]
n. ؑਧ

ᆖ⎧䍍g䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦ
1. ᶴᡀ˖had + done˗
2. 䖜ᦒ˖had not GRQH had +ѫ䈝+ done˗
3. 㻛ࣘ˖had been GRQH
4. ਜ਼ѹ˖㺘䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫˗ᡆᡚ→ࡠ䗷৫Ḁаᰦ䰤Ⲵࣘ˗
5. ᰦ䰤⣦䈝˖ਕѝᴹ䗷৫ᰦᘱڊ৲㘳˗by the end RI +䗷৫ᰦ䰤˗by the time +䗷৫ᰦᘱ˗EHIRUH +
䗷৫ᰦ䰤˗
6. ⢩↺⭘⌅˖
a. Hardly/Scarely had sb. done sth. when/before +Ӿਕ˄䉃䈝⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˅˗
b. No sooner had sb. done sth. than + Ӿਕ˄䉃䈝⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˅Ǆ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. — David, are you listening to me?
— Sorry, Dad. I __________ to make sense RI what the reporter said.
A. was trying
B. have tried
C. am trying
D. tried
02. — Ann is in hospital.
— Ohˈreally˛I __________ know. I __________ go and visit her.
A. didn’W am going to B. don’W would
C. don’W will
D. didn’W will
03. I was told that her IDWKHU __________ to his RIILFH when I arrived at her house.
A. just went
B. has just gone
C. had just gone
D. had just been going
04. He__________ an engineer by an oil company in the Middle East.
A. was employed as
B. employed as
C. was employed IRU
D. employed
05. He __________ to us that he __________ the watch on the table.
A. OLHG lay
B. OD\ laid
C. OLHG had laid
D. OD\ had laid
06. — Did he get any prize at the music IHVWLYDO"
— Yes, but it was the ILUVW time that he __________ a Grammy.
B. was awarded
C. had awarded
D. had been awarded
A. has been awarded
07. — Why did you look so puzzled?
— Oh, I __________ over a most GLIILFXOW maths problem.
A. thought
B. have thought
C. was thinking
D. think
08. I have to see the doctor this DIWHUQRRQ because I __________ a lot lately.
A. have been coughing B. had coughed
C. coughed
D. cough
09. In today’s ILHUFHO\ competitive society, people only care about what achievements you __________,
- 17 -
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not your HIIRUWV.
A. had made
B. will make
10. They __________Hong Kong twice.
A. have gone to
B. have been to

C. would make

D. have made

C. have been in

D. have gone in

࣏⛬؞g䰵䈫
Cats are the most popular pets among Americans. So it is not surprising there are many
expressions about cats. Do you know any RI them? Now let me introduce some to you.
Some cats like to catch small birds, like canaries. ,I someone looks very proud or VDWLVILHG with
KLPVHOI we say he looks like the cat that ate the canary.
Sometimes, a cat likes to play with a small animal it catches. So LI you play cat and mouse with
someone, you change between GLIIHUHQW kinds RI behavior when dealing with another person. For
example, a child might RIIHU something sweet to her little brother, and then take it away when the little
brother reaches IRU it.
A cat will RIWHQ catch a small animal and present it to its owner. The saying that looks like
something the cat dragged in describes something in bad condition.
A IDW cat is a person with a lot RI money.
There are many other expressions about cats in America. How interesting! Which kind RI cat are
you, or which kind would you like to be?
1. Americans like __________ best as pets.
B. pigs
C. cats
D. mice
A. dogs
2. The canary is a kind RI __________.
A. dog
B. cat
C. bird
D. ILVK
3. ,I you have much money, we can call you __________.
A. a IDW cat
B. a happy cat
C. a thin cat
D. a sad cat
4. ,I someone always thinks highly RI KLPVHOI we can say __________.
A. he plays cat and mouse with someone
B. he looks like the cat that ate the canary
C. he is a lazy cat
D. he has dragged in something
5. The passage introduces us __________ expressions about cat.
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. IRXU
࣏⛬؞gᆼᖒ
Some people have very good memories and can
26
learn quite long poems by
heart. 27
people have poor memories and can’t remember things 28 they have said them
over and over again.
The IDPRXV English writer, Charles Dickens, said that he could walk down any long street
in 29
and then tell you the names RI all the shops he had 30 . Many great men RI the world
have ZRQGHUIXO memories.
A good memory is a great help
31
a language. Everybody learns 32 own language by
remembering the things he heard when he was a small child. Some children like those who live in
IRUHLJQ countries with their parents, seem to learn two languages as 33
as they do one. In school
it is not so easy IRU pupils to learn a second language because they have very 34
time IRU it.
Memory 35
a diary that we keep every day.
26. A. easy
B. easier
C. easily
D. hardly
27. A. Some
B. Other
C. The others
D. Others
28. A. until
B. DIWHU
C. When
D. but
29. A. Beijing
B. Paris
C. London
D. Moscow
30. A. went
B. walked
C. came
D. passed
31. A. learning
B. in learning
C. with learn
D. learn
32. A. his
B. their
C. your
D. our
33. A. good
B. better
C. well
D. more easily
34. A. IHZ
B. a little
C. little
D. a IHZ
35. A. looks like
B. does like
C. likes
D. is like
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অ䇽⎞⧠g⎞᧐ݹᖡ
organization
opposite
n.
prep.
residence
pronounce
n.
vt.
repeatn.
replace
vi
vt.

president
n.
publish
v.
service
n.

অ䇽⎞⧠g㘙㤕呯
n.
prep.
㓴㓷˗ᵪᶴ˗ഒփ ൘ĂĂሩ䶒
n.
vt.
տᆵ
ਁ丣˗ᇓ˗ᯝ䀰
n. vi
vt.
䟽˗ڊ䟽༽
ਆԓ˗ᴯᦒ˗ԓᴯ

reside
v.
pub
n.
conservation
n.

n.
ᙫ㔏˗ṑ䮯˗㹼䮯
v.
ਁ㺘˗ࠪ⡸˗ޜᐳ
n.
ᴽ࣑˗ᴽ࣑ᙗᐕ

v.
ትտ
n.
䞂
n.
؍ᣔ˗㔤ᣔ

resident
n.
print
v.
signal
n.

n.
ት≁˗ትտ㘵
v.
ঠࡧˈᢃঠ
n.
ؑਧ

ㅜ 08 ཙ
〟⋉ᡀຄg儈仁䇽≷
design
assign
[dܼ'zaܼn]
[ԥ'saܼn]
n. / v. 䇮䇑˗മṸ v. ࠶䝽˗ᤷ⍮
stand
[stænd]
n. ⴻਠ˗᩺ս˗
ᇩᗽ
tide
[taܼd]
n. ▞⊀

standard
['stændԥd]
n. ḷ߶ˈ≤߶

sign
[saܼn]
n. ḷᘇ˗䘩䊑˗
ㆮ
stage
[steܼd]ݤ
n. 㡎ਠ˗䱦⇥

tongue
tongue twister
[tݞƾ@
n. 㔅ਓԔ
n. 㠼ཤ˗䈝䀰˗
ਓ䈝
ᰬḽ⌞᱉䭏᱉ঋ䈃χགྷҖр⅗ᡶḽঋ䈃Ⱦ

situation
[sܼtj'ݜeܼ(ݕԥ)n]
n. ᛵᖒ˗ຳ䙷˗
ս㖞
statement
['steܼtm(ԥ)nt]
n. 䱸䘠˗༠᰾˗
㔬䘠
totally
['tԥݜtԥlܼ]
adv. ᆼޘൠ˗
ᮤњൠ

situate
['sܼtݜݕeܼW -tjݜ-]
v. սҾ˗༴Ҿ˗
㩭
tidy
['taܼdܼ]
vt. ᮤ⨶˗᭦
tour
[tݜԥ]
n. / v. ⑨

ᆖ⎧䍍gѫࣘ㺘㻛ࣘ
1. н৺⢙ࣘ䇽ᰐ㻛ࣘ˄н৺⢙ࣘ䇽+ӻ䇽ਾᖃҾ৺⢙ࣘ䇽ˈਟԕᑖᇮ䈝ˈᴹ㻛ࣘ˅˗
2. 䈤᰾һ⢙ᙗ䍘Ⲵࣘ䇽ˈ⭘ѫࣘᖒᔿ㺘㻛ࣘ˗ྲ wash ⍇䎧ᶕྲօ˗sell আᗇྲօ˄ྲ᷌䈕
䇽Ā⍇āĀআāˈࡉѪ৺⢙ࣘ䇽ˈᴹ㻛ࣘ˅˗
3. ᝏᇈࣘ䇽 sound, look, IHHO smell, tasteǄྲ IHHOĀ᪨䎧ᶕᝏ㿹ྲօāˈᰐ㻛ࣘ˗Ā䀖᪨ˈ䀖
⻠āˈࡉᴹ㻛ࣘǄ
䈝⌅ᕪॆ
01. The ILUH that __________ on August 12 __________ IRU a week until now.
A. broke RXW has lasted
B. breaking RXW was lasted
C. was broken RXW has lasted
D. broke RXW lasting
02. Sheldon could have GHIHDWHG Howard in the match, but he __________ too careless at the last
minute.
A. is
B. was
C. has been
D. had been
03. Being popular with children, these toys __________ well and __________ in two days.
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ㆄṸо䈖᷀
ㅜ1ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐ൘䛓њᆖṑ⇿ᒤᴹॱབྷࠐњᆖ⭏㻛⍮ᖰഭཆ␡䙐Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐevery year ⇿ᒤˈ㺘㓿ᑨᙗˈ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦᘱ˗ᆖ⭏઼⍮䘱䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
02.Ǐਕǐ䘱ᆼаӋ䛞Ԧਾˈᶠݻᔰᒢ㠚ᐡⲴ⍫ݯǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾਕѝ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦˈ㺘䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ˈᡰԕਖаࣘ⭘䗷৫ᰦǄ᭵䘹 CǄ
03.Ǐਕǐᘛ⛩ˈࡉㅹᡁԜࡠ⭥ᖡ䲒Ⲵᰦ⭥ˈىᖡሶՊᔰҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫӾਕ䜭㺘ሶᶕˈᰦ䰤઼ᶑԦӾਕ⭘⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕˈণѫሶӾ⧠Ǆ䘹 DǄ
04.Ǐਕǐྲ᷌㤡䈝ਓ䈝ᦼᨑⲴྭˈ൘ཆԱՊᖸᇩ᱃㻛ᨀॷǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀā઼Āᨀॷā䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫˗ѫӾਕ䜭ᱟ䘈ᵚਁ⭏Ⲵᛵߥˈ⭘ሶᶕᰦǄ䘹 CǄ
05.Ǐਕǐüü 䍍㪲ㆄᓄӺཙ䗷ᶕ䲚Ǆüü նᱟྩ䘈⋑ᶕˈаⴤቡᡁањӪǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㆄ䈝ѝⴱ⮕Ҷ䗷৫࠶䇽 comeˈᖃҾ hasn’t comeǄ䘹 Aˈ
˄ㆄṸ⭘ didn’t ҏ㹼˅
06.Ǐਕǐüü ⴻˈᴹӪ⍷䗷㣡ҶǄüü ଖˈнᱟᡁǄᡁ⋑ڊ䗷Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀ⍷㣡ā䘉аࣘᱟᡚ→ࡠ䈤䈍ᰦѪ→ˈণࡠ⧠൘Ѫ→ˈ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ䘹 DǄ
07.Ǐਕǐ൘ѝഭ㘱ӪᗇࡠᖸྭⲴ➗亮ˈᡁԜᖸ傴ۢǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐthe +ᖒᇩ䇽㺘а㊫Ӫˈ䉃䈝⭘༽ᮠ˗㘱Ӫ઼➗亮ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫˗㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘǄ䘹 AǄ
08.ǏਕǐᡁԜᖸ儈ޤൠੜࡠ ᙆ࠶ᆀ൘ࠐཙࡽ㻛㤡ࣷⲴ䆖ሏᣃ㧧Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐseveral days ago 䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ ᙆ࠶ᆀ઼ᣃѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫Ǆ䘹 AǄ
09.Ǐਕǐᡁ䇔䇶 Sarah 䘁ॱᒤҶǄྩᴮ㓿ᱟᡁⲴ亮ᇒǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀᴮ㓿ᱟˈԕࡽᱟā㺘䗷৫Ⲵࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈ䘹 CǄ
10.Ǐਕǐüü ਹн൘ᮉᇔˈԆ⧠൘൘ଚ䟼˛üü Ԇ৫മҖ侶ҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhave been 㺘ᴮ৫䗷Ḁ༴ˈӪ൘䘉䟼˗have gone 㺘ᐢ㓿৫ḀൠҶˈӪ൘ᆳ༴Ǆ䘹 CǄ
䰵䈫˖ᵜ᮷䇢Ҷṁᵘҏ㜭⋏䙊ǃՐ䙂ؑǄ
1. ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜҼ⇥ⲴĀ...the tree sends out a special smell at once. This smell tells the other willows...ā
ਟ⸕Ἵ⢙䙊䗷≄ણՐ䙂ؑǄ
2. ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜа⇥ⲴĀsays words just as people doā
ˈਟ⸕ۿӪаṧ⭘Āā䈤䈍Ǆ
3. ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜа⇥ᵛĀsome trees do manage to communicate with each otherāਟ⸕ㆄṸǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜҼ⇥Ⲵ᧿䘠ਟ⸕ؑᱟ䘉ṧՐ䙂Ⲵ˖㻛Քᇣ-ਁࠪ≄ણ-᧕ਇؑˈӗ⭏ॆᆖ
⢙䍘-傡㲛㠚؍Ǆ
ᆼᖒ˖ᵜ᮷ሩᆖ⭏߉ঊᇒ䘉а⧠䊑ڊҶㆰঅⲴӻ㓽Ǆ
26.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ㓿ᑨ൘㖁кⴻ࡛ӪⲴঊᇒੇ˛A. read 䈫ˈⴻ˗B. write ߉˗&IRUJHW ᘈ䇠˗D. miss
䭉䗷˗ᘰᘥǄ
27.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐޘц⭼ⲴӪˈнݹӪ䘈ᴹ䇨ཊᆖ⭏䜭ᢺ߉ঊᇒᖃᰕ䇠઼࠶ӛ㓿傼ԕ৺ራ≲ᔪ䇞
઼ᑞࣙⲴൠᯩǄ$OHDUQIURP ੁĂĂᆖҐ˗B. deal with ༴⨶˗ &DVNIRU ራ≲˗
D. depend on 䶐Ǆ
28.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᡁ⇿ཙ䜭߉ᡁⲴ⍫ࣘˈवᤜ⭏⍫ѝᴹ䏓Ⲵһᡆ❖㲁ⲴһǄC. including वᤜ˗ D. besides
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䲔ĂĂѻཆǄ
29.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᡁௌ⅒ᢺ➗⡷᭮൘ᡁⲴঊᇒ䟼ᱟഐѪᆳ㜭ᱟᡁⲴঊᇒᴤᴹ䏓ǄA. common Პ䙊Ⲵ˗
B. modern ⧠ԓॆⲴ˗C. IDPRXV ࠪⲴ˗D. interesting ᴹ䏓ⲴǄ
30.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᆳᱟᢺᡁⲴ⭏⍫ኅ⽪㔉ц⭼ⲴྭᯩᔿǄA. show ኅ⽪˗B. send ⍮䘱˗C. bring ᑖᶕˈ
ଚᶕ˗D. report ᣕ䚃Ǆ
31.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. unless 䲔䶎˗B. while ᖃĂĂᰦ˗ىC. until ⴤࡠ˗D. because ഐѪǄᆖ⭏ௌ⅒߉
ঊᇒᱟഐѪԆԜਟԕ߉ԆԜᜣ߉Ⲵь㾯㘼ф䘈н䴰㾱㣡䫡Ǆ
32.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. save 㢲㓖˗B. spend 㣡䍩ˈӪڊѫ䈝˗C. take 㣡䍩 ˈit ڊᖒᔿѫ䈝˗D. waste
⎚䍩Ǆᆖ⭏ௌ⅒߉ԆԜᜣ߉Ⲵь㾯㘼ф䘈н䴰㾱㣡䫡Ǆ
33.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. dream Ỗᜣ˗B. think 䇔Ѫ˗&ILQG ਁ⧠˗D. hope ᐼᵋǄ㚄㌫к᮷аᰖᔰ
߉ঊᇒਟ⸕л᮷ቡՊਁ⧠ᢃᔰҶаᡷ䙊ᖰᯠⲴц⭼Ⲵབྷ䰘Ǆ
34.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. sometimes ᴹᰦ˗B. always ᙫᱟ˗C. ever ᴮ㓿˗D. never ӾнǄ㚄㌫л᮷ਟ⸕
߉Ⲵঊᇒਟ㜭ᴹᰦىՊ㔉ᑖᶕ哫✖Ǆ
35.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. only when ਚᴹĂĂᰦ ˗ىB. even though ণ֯˗ C. so that ԕ˗ׯD. ever since
㠚ӾǄ㚄㌫к᮷ਟ⸕㾱ሿᗳ֯⭘ঊᇒԕׯ㜭֯㠚ᐡ䘌аӋ哫✖Ǆ

ㅜ2ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐüü SusanˈѪӰѸᖸ❖㲁Ⲵṧᆀ˛üü ଖˈкઘᡁ㘳䈅Ҷˈ⧠൘↓ㅹ㔃᷌Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐlast week кઘˈ䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ䘹 BǄ
02.Ǐਕǐᖃ䈫䘉ᵜҖⲴᰦˈىՊਁ⧠㓿শ䗷ҼᡈⲴ⇿ањӪ䜭ᴹн਼Ⲵ㓿শǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᵜ仈㘳ḕѫሶӾ⧠ǄѫӾਕࣘ䜭㺘ሶᶕǄ䘹 AǄ
03.Ǐਕǐᡁⴻ䗷⭥ᖡҶǄкઘⴻⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐlast month кઘˈ䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ᭵䘹˞Ǆ
04.Ǐਕǐᆖṑሩ䶒ᴹаᇦҖᓇˈҖᓇᱟॱᒤࡽᔰⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘ⴞࡽⲴ⣦ߥˈ㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘᡆ⣦ᘱ˗ㅜҼオ㘳ḕᇊ䈝ӾਕˈӾਕѝ㕪ѫ䈝ˈ
⭘ޣ㌫ԓ䇽ˈ䘹 CǄ
05.Ǐਕǐ䞂傮൘ѝഭᱟ⾱→ⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ㺘㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈфѫ䉃䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫Ǆ᭵䘹 DǄ
06.Ǐਕǐᡁㅜа⅑㿱ࡠᶠⲴݻᰦˈىԆ↓൘㤡䈝䀂઼аӋᆖ⭏Ӕ⍱Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤ˈWKH ILUVW WLPH ᖃҾ when˗ㅜҼオ㺘䗷৫ⲴḀњᰦ䰤⛩↓൘
ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆ⣦ߥˈ䘹 DǄ
07.Ǐਕǐᡁᵜᶕ㾱઼аӋᴻ৻৫㖾ഭˈն㻛ྸྸᤖлҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐwould have done 㺘䗷৫Ⲵࣘˈᵜᶕ㾱ĂĂ˗
Āᡁā઼Āᤖ䱫ā䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘˈ᭵䘹 AǄ
08.Ǐਕǐ㓿⨶Ӻཙлॸሶ㾱ᔰ৫ՖᮖᔰՊˈᴹᰦ䰤䘱Ԇ৫ᵪ൪ੇ˛
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ Can you get him to the airportˈ䈤᰾㓿⨶ሶ㾱ᔰˈbe+doing 㺘⽪ሶᶕˈ䘹 DǄ
09.Ǐਕǐüü ᘾѸҶ˛ᡁ᱘㔉ᢃҶࠐ⅑⭥䈍ˈնᢃн䙊Ǆüü ᣡⅹˈ䛓њᰦىᡁ
઼ᡁ↓൘䙊䈍Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䗷৫ⲴḀњᰦ䰤ᡆᰦ䰤⇥↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵһᛵˈ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ䘹 CǄ
10.Ǐਕǐ䈸ࡠⲴ䛓սᯠ㘱ᐸ᱘ཙᶕᡁԜᆖṑҶǄ
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐyesterday ᱟ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽⭘䗷৫ᰦǄ䘹 BǄ UHIHUUHG WR ᱟ䗷৫࠶䇽ڊᇊ
䈝؞侠ࡽ䶒Ⲵ teacher)
䰵䈫˖䇢䘠Ҷྸྸᢞ⌱Ӫઈ䘋৫᧒ᵋҶ⯵ӪⲴ᭵һǄ
1. ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ took out a wet mop ઼ “Yes, I’m glad they’YHILQDOO\ GHFLGHG WR FOHDQ WKHP” the
nurse answered.ਟ⸕ᣔ༛ᢺᡁྸྸᖃᡀᱟањ⌱ᐕǄ
2. ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ But aren’t you working late ਟ⸕ᰦ䰤ᐢ㓿Ҷˈ⇽Ӣᢞ⌱ᐕ৫ⴻ Dagmaˈ
⭡↔ਟԕⴻࠪ५䲒㇑⨶ᖸѕǄ
3. ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞĀ'DJPDLVILQH1RIHYHUāਟ⸕ྸྸ৫ⴻ Dagma ᘾѸṧҶǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⇽Ӣٷᢞ⌱Ӫઈ৫ⴻᵋ Dagmaˈॱ࠶㚚᰾Ǆ
ᆼᖒ˖ᡁԜⲴⶋਟԕᲠൠ㺘䗮ᖸཊᙍˈⶋՊ䈤䈍Ǆ
26.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐspoken 䈤ˈ䇢˗said 䈤˗told 䇹˗talked Ӕ䈸Ǆit is said that ᦞ䈤ˈՇᡰઘ⸕ˈᱟ
ањപᇊਕරǄ
27.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᴹ䘉ṧⲴ㓿শੇ˛experience 㓿শ˗ eyes ⶋ˗mind ᙍᜣ˗news ᯠ䰫Ǆ
28.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌Ԇਁ⧠ᴹӪ൘ⴻԆˈԆՊ㿹ᗇн㡂ᴽǄIRXQG ࡠ˗knew ⸕䚃˗ILQGV ࡠ˗
saw ⴻ㿱Ǆ
29.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌㻛ⴻⲴᰦ䰤䎵䗷ᗵ㾱Ⲵˈቡ㾱⌘ޣл㠚ᐡҶˈⴻⴻᱟнᱟᴹӰѸ∋⯵Ǆ
anything ԫօһ˗something Ḁһ˗everything ⇿Ԧһ˗ nothing ⋑һǄ
30.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌⋑ᴹ䰞仈ˈ࡛Ӫ䛓ṧⴻˈՊ㿹ᗇᖸ⭏≄Ǆhappy ᘛⲴ˗angry ⭏≄Ⲵ˗sad
ᛢՔⲴ˗WKDQNIXO ᝏ◰ⲴǄ
31.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌ањӪ൘ⴻањྣӪ䎵䗷 10 。䫏ˈ䘉ਟ㜭ણ⵰Ԇᐼᵋ੨ᕅྩⲴ⌘ˈ䇙ྩ᰾
ⲭԆ⡡ྩǄloves ⡡˗hates ᚘ˗thanks ᝏ䉒˗looks at ⴻǄ
32.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѪҶ⺞؍ሩᯩ൘⌘ੜԆᡆྩᡰ䈤ⲴǄin order to Ѫаപᇊ㔃ᶴˈ㺘⽪ⴞⲴǄ
33.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐpay attention to ⌘ĂĂˈᱟаപᇊ⸝䈝Ǆ
34.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⭘ⶋᶕ㺘⽪䈝䀰ᰐ⌅㺘⽪ⲴᇩǄ eyes ⶋ˗words 䈍˗minds ᙍᜣ˗body 䓛փǄ
35.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᱮ❦ˈⴞݹӔ⍱ᓄ䈕ṩᦞєӪⲴޣ㌫৺Ԝᡰ༴ⲴൠᯩǄݸ㹼䇽 the place 㺘ൠ⛩ˈ
൘Ӿਕѝ⣦䈝ˈ᭵⭘ޣ㌫࢟䇽 whereǄ

ㅜ3ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐᵡѭਦ㋮䙊䈝䀰ˈྩ㜭⭘ഋ䈝䀰ᖸྭൠ㺘䗮Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ㺘㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘˈ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ˗ѫ䈝ᱟйঅˈࣘ䇽࣐ sǄ䘹 CǄ
02.Ǐਕǐüü ᶠݻ䘺ঊ༛ⴞࡽн൘࣎ޜᇔǄüü 䛓ྭˈᡁ䘏Ӌ൘ᢃ㔉ԆǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝 later ਟ⸕ call 䘉аࣘᱟሶᶕⲴˈ䘹 AǄ
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ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶
03.Ǐਕ
ਕǐüü SusanˈᘾѸ䘈൘䘉˛ԆԜ䜭߶༷ྭࠪਁҶǄüü ᣡⅹˈնᱟ⋑Ӫ䇹ᡁօ
ᰦࠪਁǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀᡁā઼Ā䇹āѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫˗фĀ䇹ā䘉аࣘᱟਁ⭏൘䗷৫Ⲵˈ᭵䘹 CǄ
04.Ǐਕǐ⋑ᴹਟ㜭ᗇࡠ䛓њս㖞Ǆྲ᷌⭣䈧Ⲵ䈍ˈ ᙅՊ⎚䍩Ⲵᰦ䰤Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫӾਕࣘ䜭ᵚਁ⭏ˈ䜭㺘ሶᶕˈѫሶӾ⧠Ǆ䘹 DǄ
05.Ǐਕǐѝഭޡӗފ൘ 1921 ᒤᡀ・Ҿк⎧Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀފā઼Āᡀ・āѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫˗in 1921 ᱟ䗷৫Ⲵᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ᭵䘹 CǄA 亩㺘㻛
ਁ⧠ˈнਸਕǄণ ILQG ਁ⧠-IRXQG-IRXQG˗IRXQG ᔪ・-IRXQGHG-IRXQGHGǄ
06.Ǐਕǐüü ఘˈਢᇶᯟˈ⭏ݸ൘䛓њ䜘䰘ᐕ˛üü ⴞࡽᡁ൘ᐲ൪䜘ˈнѵਾᡁՊࡠ
䬰䜘Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝 EHIRUHORQJ нѵԕਾˈ㺘ሶᶕǄ᭵䘹˞Ǆ
07.Ǐਕǐ䈧ᆹ䶉ྭੇ˛↓൘ᣕཙ≄亴ᣕˈᡁᜣੜੜǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈཙ≄亴ᣕᓄ䈕ᱟ↓൘ᣕˈф the weather report ઼ broadcast ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈ
䘹ˠǄ
08.ǏਕǐཙオѼӁᇶᐳˈਟ㿱ᴹ᳤䴘㾱ᶕѤǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐbe going to do 㺘⽪Āᴹ䘩䊑㺘᰾ĂĂā
˗there be ਕරѝн⭘ haveˈ䘹 AǄ
09.Ǐਕǐ䘉ᯠᵪಘ㻛ਁ᰾ਾˈඳ൮Պ㻛⭘࡙࠶ݵᶕਁ⭥Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫӾਕࣘ䜭ᵚਁ⭏ˈ㺘ሶᶕˈѫሶӾ⧠Ǆ䘹 BǄ
10.Ǐਕǐüü 㿹ᗇԆᯠࠪ⡸ⲴҖᘾѸṧ˛ üü 䘉ᱟԆ߉䗷ⲴᴰྭⲴҖˈᡁᗇ䈤Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ
ĀԆ߉䗷ⲴᴰྭⲴҖā䈤Ⲵᱟᡚ→ࡠⴞࡽ˄ণ䈤䈍ᰦ˅Ѫ→ࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈᱟ䗷৫Ⲵࣘ
ሩ⧠൘Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ䘹 DǄ
䰵䈫˖
1. ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾㅜҼ⇥ⲴਕᆀĀSchoolwork is important, but they think that social skills are important
as well.āਟ⸕㖾ഭ⡦⇽㿹ᗇᆖҐ઼ᢰ㜭аṧ䟽㾱Ǆ
2. ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾㅜа⇥ⲴਕᆀĀThey pay attention to what their kids can do, not what they can’t. As a
result....āਟ⸕ㆄṸᱟ DǄ
3. ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾᴰਾа⇥ⲴਕᆀĀThey think tKDWIRUDVWXGHQWVWD\LQJDZD\IURPVFKRROERRNVPHDQV
wasting time.ਟ⸕ѝഭ⡦⇽䇔ѪᆙᆀнⴻҖቡᱟ⎚䍩ᰦ䰤āǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ᮷ㄐሩ∄Ҷѝഭ઼㖾ഭⲴᮉ㛢ˈᴰਾа⇥ⲴਕᆀĀso leaders in China’s education
GHSDUWPHQW KDYH FDOOHG IRU OHVV KRPHZRUN DW WKH ORZHU JUDGHV 2QO\ KHDOWK\ NLGV FDQ
become healthy adults.āਟ⸕㖾ഭᮉ㛢㾱∄ѝഭᮉ㛢ྭǄ
ᆼᖒ˖⸝᮷ѫ㾱ӻ㓽Ҷྲօᆖ㤡䈝Ǆ
ㆄṸǐA
26.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. 㓳Ґ˗B.ᢃ˗C.⑨ᠿ˗D.ᰕᆀǄ൘㓳Ґѝˈ䱏ઈԜՊа⅑৸а⅑ᢺ⨳Ր㔉䱏৻Ǆ
27.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. ㅹ˗ىB.ᜣ˗C.ⴻ˗D.᭮ᔳǄԆӵӵ䛓ṧڊഐ↔н䴰㾱㘳㲁∄䎋ѝ䛓ṧՐ⨳Ǆ
28.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA .ݱ䇨˗B.䇝㓳˗C.䇹˗D. 䰞Ǆਟԕ䇝㓳㠚ᐡԕ䘉ṧᯩᔿ⭘㤡䈝ᙍ㘳Ǆ
29.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.൘˗B.ᴹ˗ޣC.˗ۿD.ӾǄԆㅜа↕ᓄ䈕ᜣⲴᱟ⭘ᰕᑨㆰঅⲴঅ䇽ۿҖǃ߉ǃᡆ
㘵ṁǄ
30.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.Ҡ˗B.؍ᆈ˗C.ُ˗D.㿱ࡠǄᖃⴻࡠаᵜҖᓄ䈕ᜣࡠⲴᱟ㤡䈝㘼нᱟ㠚ᐡⲴ⇽
䈝Ǆ
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
31.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.ਕᆀ˗B.䙊䚃˗C.䈮˗D.⨝㓗Ǆ൘ᆖՊ⭘㤡䈝ᙍ㘳অ䇽ѻਾቡᓄ䈕ࡠла↕⭘㤡
䈝ᙍ㘳ਕᆀǄ
32.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.ѫ˗B.㹼䎠˗C. ᯩᔿ˗D. 䇑ࡂǄੜ઼༽䘠ᱟᆖҐ䈝䀰Ⲵањᖸᴹ⭘ᯩᔿǄ
33.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA. ଚањ˗ B.ᱟ˗C.ྲօ˗D.ѪӰѸǄݸੜн㾱ཚ⌘䟽ᱟᆼ⨶ޘ䀓ᡰੜ
ࡠⲴǄ
34.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.䖳䳮Ⲵ˗B.∄䖳ቁⲴ˗C.〽ਾ˗D.ᴤཊǄੜࡠⲴ䎺ཊˈᆖࡠⲴ䎺ཊǄ
35.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐA.䇠ᗇ˗B.˗→ڌC.ᔰ˗D.ᆼᡀǄ൘䗮ࡠањ䖳儈Ⲵ≤ᒣਾᔰ⭘㤡䈝઼㠚ᐡሩ
䈍Ǆ

ㅜ4ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐüü૾ੰˈᡁ࣎ޜᇔⲴ䫕ॉ㩭൘Ҷ䖖кҶǄüü࡛ᙕǄᡁᑞ৫Ǆ〽ㅹлǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕Ā৫ā䘉аࣘ䘈⋑ਁ⭏ˈሶᶕ˗ҏнҾĀᢃ㇇ˈ䇑ࡂāⲴˈ
䘹 CǄ
02.ǏਕǐԆԜ㔃ႊҶᇊት൘к⎧Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐand ᒦࡇ䘎䇽ˈࡽਾࣘሩㅹˈ䜭⭘䗷৫ᰦǄ䘹 AǄ
03.Ǐਕǐüüտ൘ଚᇦ侶˛üüᡁ⧠൘нտ侶Ǆᡁ൘ইᶕⲴࡇ䖖к䙷ࡠҶаսᴻ৻ˈ
Ԇ䇙ᡁ൘Ԇ䛓䟼տǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘ⴞࡽ䱦⇥↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆ⣦ߥ˗ㅜҼオṩᦞਕਟ⸕ਁ⭏൘䗷৫Ǆ䘹 BǄ
04.ǏਕǐԆ㓿ᑨ൘⛩ޝਲ਼依Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝 RIWHQˈᵜਕ㺘⽪Ā㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘāˈфѫ䈝ᱟйঅˈ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈ䉃䈝
ࣘ䇽⭘ hasǄ䘹 BǄ
05.ǏਕǐԆ㛟ᇊᝏ㿹ࡠᡁ൘ⴻԆǄԆケ❦ⷕҶᡁаˈ␑␑ൠ䈤˖ĀѪ∋䘉ṧⴻ⵰ᡁ˛ā
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐmust have done ሩ䗷৫ᛵߥⲴ᧘⍻ˈṩᦞਕਟ⸕㺘˄ᖃᰦ˅↓൘ڊḀһˈ䘹 CǄ
06.Ǐਕǐᖃᶠݻ㻛ԫભѪ俆ᑝᐕ〻ᐸⲴᰦˈىԆᴮᵏ⵰ⲴᵪՊࡠᶕҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐORRNIRUZDUGWR ᱟപᇊ㺘䗮ˈto Ⲵᇮ䈝ᱟࡽ䶒ⲴĀᵪՊāˈ㘼䶎ਾ䶒Ⲵオ˗ਕѝቁ䉃
䈝ˈфҾ䗷৫ᰦᘱˈ䘹 CǄ
07.ǏਕǐüüѪӰѸ൘㾯ेڊᘇᝯ⍫ࣘ˛üüᡁ൘ቭ࣋䙊䗷㠚ᐡⲴࣚ࣋ᶕ᭩ழ䛓䟼ᆙᆀԜ
Ⲵ⭏⍫Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ઼ㆄ䈝ਟ⸕ˈ䈕ਕ㺘⽪Ⲵᱟⴞࡽ䱦⇥↓൘ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈ䘹 CǄ
08.ǏਕǐԆԜⴞࡽ൘઼⡦⇽տˈഐѪԆԜ㠚ᐡⲴᡯᆀ↓൘㻛䟽ᔪǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕ˈᡯᆀᱟ↓൘㻛䟽ᔪѝˈ䘹 DǄ
09.Ǐਕǐ䗷ᶕˈᡁ䇙ⴻⴻᡁᴰ䘁Ⲵਁ⧠Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⽸֯ਕ+ and/or +䱸䘠ਕˈപᇊਕරˈ䱸䘠ਕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ䘹 BǄ
10.Ǐਕǐüü⸕䚃ѪӰѸ⧽ᔰҶ䘉ᇦޜਨੇ˛üüᡆ䇨ˈྩᨀ࣐ࠪ㯚ˈն㻛ᤂ㔍ҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ⧽ᔰҶޜਨ৺ᒦࡇਕⲴĀ㻛ᤂāˈਟ⸕Āᨀ࣐ࠪ㯚āਁ⭏൘䗷৫Ǆ䘹 DǄ
䰵䈫˖
1. ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜаਕⲴĀ,I\RXGR, \RXPXVWEHDQDFWLYHSHUVRQZKRHQMR\VOLIHāਟ⸕䘹 AǄ
2. ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜҼ⇥ⲴㅜҼਕĀA yeOORZURRPPDNHVPRVWSHRSOHIHHOPRUHFKHHUIXODQGPRUHUHOD[HG
than a dark green oneāਟ⸕䘹 DǄ
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ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶
3. Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜҼ⇥Ⲵਾॺ⇥䈤Ⲵᱟ唁㢢ᱟԔӪᣁⲴ仌㢢ˈ൘唁㢢ⲴẕкᖸཊӪ㠚ᵰˈⴤࡠẕ
㻛┶ᡀ㔯㢢Ǆ
4. ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ᮷ㄐᴰਾаਕĀ,Q WKH IDFWRU\ WKH ZRUNHUV ZLOO ZRUN EHWWHU KDUGHU DQG KDYH IHZHU
accidents when their machines are painted orange rather than black.āਟ⸕䘹 BǄ
5. ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᵜ᮷ѫ㾱䇢䘠Ҷ仌㢢઼ᛵ㔚ǃ⭏⍫Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᴰ֣仈ⴞᱟĀ仌㢢Ⲵ〈ᇶāǄ
ᆼᖒ˖
26.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐtoo...to...㺘⽪ĀཚĂĂԕ㠤н㜭ĂĂā
ˈᵜਕᤷҖवཚ⊹ԕ㠣ҾнࣘǄ
27.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐࡽਾєԦһᛵᱟ਼ᰦਁ⭏Ⲵˈᡰԕ⭘ whenˈ㺘⽪ĀᖃĂĂᰦىā
Ǆ
28.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐഐѪࡽ䶒ᨀࡠҖव䟽㔉ӪԜᑖᶕⲴഠ䳮ˈᡰԕ⭥ᆀҖᓄ䈕Պ㔉ӪԜĀᑞࣙāǄ
29.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᵜਕ䈍ᜣ㺘䗮Ⲵਜ਼ѹᱟ⭥ᆀҖሶ㾱㻛Ā֯⭘ā
Ǆ
30.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾл᮷Ⲵ࣏㜭ᶕⴻˈᆳᓄ䈕ᱟۿањĀ⭥㝁āаṧǄ
31.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐഐѪᵜ᮷ᡰ䇢ⲴቡᱟҖवⲴ⊹䟽ˈ⭥ᆀҖ઼ᆳ∄䖳䎧ᶕᴤĀ䖫ᐗā
Ǆ
32.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhold ൘ਕѝѪĀᇩ㓣ā
Ǆ
33.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐscreen ѪĀቿᒅāǄ
34.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhand in ਜ਼ѹᱟĀкӔāǄ
35.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐEHEDGIRU ᱟപᇊᩝ䝽ˈѪĀሩĂĂᴹᇣā
Ǆ

ㅜ5ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐᡁԜઘӄ⋑䈝᮷䈮Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ㺘⽪㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ䘹 CǄ
02.Ǐਕǐྲ᷌ԆԜⲴᐲ൪䇑ࡂᡀ࣏Ⲵ䈍ˈԆԜሶᨀ儈 20%䬰Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫӾਕⲴࣘ䜭㺘ሶᶕˈᰦ䰤઼ᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕ⭘⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕˈণѫሶӾ⧠Ǆ䘹 AǄ
03.Ǐਕǐüü ੜࡠᡁⲴ䈍Ҷੇ˛üü ᣡⅹˈᡁࡊ൘എ⸝ؑǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕĀࡊ൘ĂĂā઼ just now Ⲵᨀ⽪ਟ⸕⭘䗷৫ᰦᘱˈ䘹 DǄ
04.Ǐਕǐ傜҄ˈࡽѝഭ䏣⨳ᮉ㓳ˈ൘ 2011 ࡠ 2013 ᒤ൘ѝഭᐕ䗷Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 2011 ࡠ 2013 ਟ⸕䉃䈝ࣘ䇽Āᐕāᱟਁ⭏൘䗷৫Ⲵˈ䘹 BǄ
05.ǏਕǐᡁԜ৫䰵㿸ᇔ䰵䈫ˈ㔃᷌ত㻛⸕䰵㿸ᇔ↓൘㻵؞ѝǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ѫ䈝䉃䈝ࣘ䇽 went ਟ⸕䈕オ㺘䗷৫ˈфҾ㻛઼ࣘ䘋㹼ˈ䘹 DǄ
06.Ǐਕǐ㠚ӾԆ 2012 ᒤ㔃ႊਾˈ䘉սᡈ༛ቡаⴤ൘ߋ䱏ᴽᖩǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䈕オⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ᱟ 2012ˈ൘䛓ᒤԆ㔃Ⲵႊˈ᭵䘹 CǄsince 2012 ሩᓄⲴᰦᘱᱟѫਕ
Ⲵ has been in...Ǆ
07.Ǐਕǐ䘉ਠ⭥㝁઼ᡁкаԭᐕѝ֯⭘Ⲵ⭥㝁н਼Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾĀᡁкаԭᐕѝ֯⭘Ⲵ⭥㝁āࡔᯝĀ֯⭘āᱟ䗷৫Ⲵࣘˈ䘹 CǄ
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08.Ǐਕ
ਕǐüü ᡁԜѪӰѸн䘹䛓ᶑ䐟ᶕ㢲ⴱᰦ䰤˛üü 䙊ੁ䛓ᶑ䐟Ⲵẕ↓൘㻛㔤؞Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕ˈẕ↓൘㻛㔤ˈ؞䘹 DǄ
09.Ǐਕǐüü ᶕᶟੇ˛üü ᡁࡊ்Ҷаᶟˈ䉒䉒ҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝 just Ⲵᨀ⽪ਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ䘹 BǄ
10.Ǐਕǐüü ∄ቄᘾѸҶ˛üü Ԇ䐁ᗇཚᘛケ❦ᫎкҶа䖶ڌ䶐Ⲵ䖖ᆀǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼Ӿਕѝ ran ਟ⸕ˈ
Ā䐁āਁ⭏൘䗷৫ˈ
Ā↓൘ᘛ䐁āᰦᫎࡠ䖖кˈ䘹 AǄ
䰵䈫˖
1. ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ A doctor was once teaching a class RI PHGLFDO VWXGHQWV DW D IDPRXV KRVSLWDO LQ
Edinburge ਟ⸕൘аᡰᴹⲴ५䲒ˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
2. ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ 7KHPDQIHOOGRZQRQ6DWXUGD\QLJKWਟ⸕൘ઘޝкਇՔⲴǄ
3. ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ᮷ㄐ Didn’t you notice the way he walked?৺ You see his trousers leg is burnt away at
the knee ਟ⸕ᱟӾ䘉є⛩ⴻࠪᶕⲴˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ You had your pay on Saturday and went to a public house and drank too much. You
JRWPXGG\DQGZHWRQWKHZD\KRPH%HFDXVH\RXKDGGUXQNWRRPXFK\RXIHOORQWKH
ILUHDQGEXUQW\RXUNQHH ਟ⸕ԆݸԈ䫡ˈ்䞹Ҷˈ❦ਾ൘എᇦ䐟к⋮┑⛲⌕ˈᴰਾ
ق൘⚛к✗Ҷ㟍ⴆˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
ㆄṸǐA
5. Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䙊䗷५⭏Ⲵ䈍 Didn’t you notice the way he walked?৺л᮷ਟ⸕ᆖ५㾱ழҾ㿲ሏоᙍ㘳ˈ
A ↓⺞Ǆ
ᆼᖒ˖⸣ཤᴹ䇨ཊ⭘䙄ˈᖸнਟᙍ䇞Ǆ
26.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⸣ཤ䙊ᑨᱟᖸ⺜Ⲵˈնᱟҏᴹҏ䖟ⲴǄ䙊䗷䖟ǃ⺜єњ৽ѹ䇽ਟ⸕ࡽਾ㺘䖜ᣈޣ㌫Ǆ
27.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ൘аӋഭᇦˈ㢪ᵟᇦ⭘Ḅ䖟Ⲵ⸣ཤᶕ䴅㖾ѭⲴь㾯Ǆṩᦞਾ䶒Ⲵਕᆀਟ⸕ˈ䘹 AǄ
28.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾਾаਕ䈤ׯҾᩪᑖਟ⸕ˈᓄ䈕ᱟሿӪᡆࣘ⢙൘Ḅ䖟Ⲵሿ⸣ཤкǄ
29.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐնᱟ൘аӋ⅗⍢ഭᇦˈ䴅ۿᶕ㠚ඊ⺜Ⲵ⸣ཤˈ㓿ѵнਈǄIURP ᶕ㠚ˈ䘉䟼㺘ᶀ䍘Ǆ
30.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⚾✝Ⲵཚ䱣➗൘䘉Ӌ䴅ۿкǄA. shines ➗˗B. drops 㩭˗C. puts ᭮˗'ILWV 䘲ਸǄ
31.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐߜཙ䴚㩭൘ԆԜк䶒ˈնԆԜ❦㖾ѭǄ
32.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᡰԕˈᆳᖸ䘲ᇌڊᔪㆁᶀᯉǄEHJRRGIRU 䘲ਸǄ
33.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⸣⸼ⲴᡯᆀнՊۿᵘཤⲴڊᡯᆀ䛓Ѹᇩ᱃⵰⚛ǄOne 㺘а㊫ˈ㺘⌋ᤷǄ
34.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐаӋ⸣ཤᱟᖙ㢢Ⲵˈᡰԕ⭘ԆԜڊᔪㆁ⢙ⴻк৫ᖸ㖾࿉Ǆ⭘⸣ཤ㻵侠ᡯᆀㅹᔪㆁ⢙Ǆ
35.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐḀӋ㊫Ⲵ⸣ཤਟԕ⭘ᶕࡦ⨐ᇍǄmake ࡦ䙐Ǆ
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ㅜ6ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐ䈧⌘ʽ伎ᵪণሶ䎧伎ˈ䈧҈ᇒԜ൘йॱ࠶䫏ⲫᵪǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫӾਕࣘ䜭㺘ሶᶕˈᰦ䰤઼ᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕǄ䘹 AǄ
02.ǏਕǐнѵⲴሶᶕˈ⭥ࣘ⊭䖖ᢰᵟሶᴹᴤཊⲴਁኅǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝ĀнѵⲴሶᶕā
ˈфѫ䈝Ā䘋↕ā઼Āਆᗇā䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘˈ䘹 DǄ
03.Ǐਕǐ䘉սྣᆙሩփ㛢ᖸᝏޤ䏓ˈ൘䗷৫Ⲵйᒤѝ⇿ઘє⅑аⴤ൘৲࣐㗭∋⨳䈮〻Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ā൘䗷৫Ⲵйᒤѝāˈ⭘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘Āаⴤ൘āˈ䘹 DǄ
04.Ǐਕǐ൘кањሿᰦˈ⭥䈍૽Ҷй⅑ˈ⇿⅑⭥䈍૽䜭ᱟᡁⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝Āкаሿᰦˈй⅑āˈᡰԕㅜаオ⭘ᆼᡀᰦ˗ㅜҼオⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ā⇿⅑૽䫳āˈ
㺘䗷৫ˈ᭵䘹 BǄ
05.Ǐਕǐᐳᵇ⭏ݸ༠丣ᨀ儈ҶӋˈ৸ᢺ䈍ሩݯᆀ䟽༽Ҷ䙽ˈնᱟӽ⋑৽ᓄǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐbut ᱟᒦࡇ䘎䇽ˈオ઼ࡽ䶒Ⲵ repeated ሩㅹᒦࡇˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
06.Ǐਕǐüü ⴻࡠᡁਁⲴޣҾᡁԜ TESL 亩ⴞⲴ䛞ԦҶੇ˛üü ⴻࡠҶǄᒨྭ᱘ཙᡁḕ
ⴻҶ䛞ԦǄа㡜ᶕ䈤ˈᡁ㓿ᑨнᔰ䛞㇡Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼࢟䇽 normallyĀ䙊ᑨᶕ䈤āਟ⸕ˈ䈕オ㺘㓿ᑨᙗⲴࣘᡆ⣦ᘱˈ䘹 BǄ
07.Ǐਕǐüü Alvinˈ઼ᡁԜа䎧ᶕੇ˛üü ᡁᜣ৫ˈնᴹӋཆਁ⭏Ҷ˄ᡁ৫нҶ˅
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀཆāᐢ㓿ਁ⭏фሩ⧠൘䙐ᡀҶᖡ૽˄㠚ᐡ৫нᡀҶ˅ˈ᭵䘹 AǄ
08.Ǐਕǐüüྭѵн㿱ʽ৫ଚ䟼Ҷ˛üüᡁ৫ᆱ༿ҶǄ൘䛓䟼ᖵҶаᒤˈѪаᘇᝯ㘵
ᮉҖǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䗷৫а⇥ᰦ䰤Ⲵڊһᓄ䈕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ᡆ㘵઼ࡽ䶒Ⲵ went ᒦࡇˈ䘹 CǄ
09.Ǐਕǐüü ൘࣎ޜᇔ䟼ⴻࡠᶠݻҶੇ˛üü ⴻࡠҶˈӾӺཙкॸ 8 ⛩ᔰԆቡаⴤ൘
߶༷ᐲ൪䈳⹄ⲴᣕǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ĀӾкॸ 8 ⛩ᔰࡠ⧠൘аⴤ䜭൘ĂĂāਟ⸕䘹 BǄ
10.Ǐਕǐ൘䗷৫Ⲵєњሿᰦᡁаⴤ൘઼ࣚ࣋㓿⨶㚄㌫кˈնаⴤঐ㓯Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhave been trying ᱟ⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈᕪ䈳а⇥ᰦ䰤ࣘаⴤ൘䘋㹼ˈ䘹 DǄ
䰵䈫˖ᵜ᮷ѫ㾱䇢䘠Ҷ仾ㆍⲴশਢˈ⭘䙄ㅹǄ
1. ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐབྷཊᮠӪሩ仾ㆍ䜭н䱼⭏ˈն⸕䚃仾ㆍᱟ൘ѝഭ䈎⭏ⲴӪቡ∄䖳ቁҶǄ
2. ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ
ĀĂto bring good luck and to make their crops grow rich and tallˊāаਕਟ⸕ਔԓѝഭӪ
ਚᱟᢺ仾ㆍؑཹѪѠ᭦Ⲵ䊑ᖱˈᒦнᱟ⭘ԕ⍷♼ᒴぬǄлਕᱟ䈤仾ㆍਟ⭘ᶕ䫃劬Ǆ
3. ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䘉⢩ࡦⲴ⭘ҾᡈҹⲴ仾ㆍՊਁࠪཷᙚⲴ༠૽ˈ᭼ᯩԕѪԆԜᴹ⾎⚥ࣙˈҾᱟ䰫
仾㘼䘳ˈнᡈ㠚䍕ˈӾ㘼䎒ᗇᡈҹǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ᮷ѝĀ7KH&KLQHVHXVHVWLFNVVWULQJVDQGSDSHUIRUWKHLUNLWHVˊ
āਟ⸕ㆄṸǄ
5. ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᵜ᮷ѫ㾱䇢䘠Ҷ仾ㆍⲴশਢˈ⭘䙄ㅹˈ᭵䘹 DǄ
ᆼᖒ˖䘉ㇷ᮷ㄐѫ㾱䇹ᡁԜаӋ༽ਸ䇽Ⲵਜ਼ѹ઼⭘⌅Ǆ
26.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⸕䚃⇿њঅ䇽䜭ᴹ㠚ᐡⲴᙍǄA. word অ䇽˗B. phrase ⸝䈝˗ C. sentence ਕᆀ˗
D. passage ⇥㩭Ǆ
27.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐնᱟ⸕䚃ᖃᆳԜ㓴ਸ൘аඇᰦⲴᙍੇ˛
28.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⧠൘ᜣаᜣᲅ㡩䘉њ䇽ˈа࠶䫏ᰦ䰤Ǆ
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29.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌ᢺঅ䇽ĀᇦāᴯᦒᦹĀ⎧⌻ā
ˈ䘈Պ䘲ਸঅ䇽Āᲅ㡩āⲴᙍੇ˛A. get ᗇࡠ˗
%ILW 䘲ਸ˗C. read 䈫˗D. have ᴹǄ
30.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᆳⲴᙍᱟᖃн਼ⲴǄ
31.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ⭡лਕĀୟаᜣ৫Ⲵൠᯩቡᱟᇦāਟ⸕↔ਕĀᖃᜣᇦⲴᰦىā
Ǆ᭵䘹 AˈᜣᇦⲴǄ
32.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᖃᲅ㡩Ⲵᰦˈىᴰнᜣ৫Ⲵൠᯩቡᱟབྷ⎧Ǆthe last place ᴰਾањൠᯩ˄ᴰнᜣ˅Ǆ
33.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᴮ㓿ੜ䈤䗷ᛢⰋᗳ䞨ⲴӪੇ˛A. thought over 㘳㲁˗B. thought out ᜣࠪ˗C. heard
IURP ᭦ࡠḀӪⲴؑ˗'KHDUGRI ੜ䈤Ǆ
34.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᖃӪԜᗳਇՔᖸ␡ˈቡྭۿᗳ⺾Ҷаṧᰦቡᱟ䈤ӪԜᱟᛢⰋⲴǄA. hurt ਇՔˈ䗷
৫࠶䇽˗B. hit ᫎࠫ˗C. loved 㻛⡡Ⲵ˗D. moved 㻛ᝏࣘⲴǄ
35.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ㔃ਸкਕᡁԜ䘈ᴹަᆳⲴ༽ਸ䇽ˈਟ⸕↔オປ༽ਸ䇽ˈ᭵䘹 DˈᨀवǄ

ㅜ7ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐüü བྷছˈ൘ੜᡁ䇢䈍ੇ˛üü ሩн䎧ˈ㘱⡨Ǆᡁࡊ↓൘⩒⼘䇠㘵Ⲵ䈍Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕བྷছĀࡊ↓൘ā⨶䀓䇠㘵Ⲵ䈍Ǆ䘹 AǄ
02.Ǐਕǐüü ᆹ⧠൘տ䲒ҶǄüü ଖˈⵏⲴ˛ᡁࡊн⸕䚃ǄᡁՊ৫ⴻᵋྩⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘Āࡊˈ䈤䈍ѻࡽāˈ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ㅜҼオ㺘ሶᶕˈնᒦн㺘Āᢃ㇇ˈ䇑
ࡂāˈ䘹 DǄ
03.Ǐਕǐᖃᡁࡠ䗮ྩᇦⲴᰦˈىᴹӪ䇹ᡁྩ⡦Ӣᐢ㓿৫࣎ޜᇔҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྩ⡦Ӣࣘ䓛৫࣎ޜᇔਁ⭏൘Ā㻛䇹ā઼Āࡠ䗮ྩᇦāѻࡽˈ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ˈ䘹 CǄ
04.ǏਕǐԆ㻛аᇦѝьⲴ⸣⋩ޜਨ㚈⭘Ѫᐕ〻ᐸǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀԆā઼Ā㚈⭘ā䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫˗
ĀѪĂĂā⭘ӻ䇽 as˗䘹 AǄ
05.ǏਕǐԆሩᡁԜ᫂䈾䈤Ԇᢺ㺘᭮൘ҶṼᆀкǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐlieĀ᫂䈾āⲴ䗷৫ᔿǃ䗷৫࠶䇽Ѫ lied˗layĀ᭮㖞āⲴ䗷৫ᔿǃ䗷৫࠶䇽ᱟ laid˗
Ā᭮
㖞㺘āਁ⭏൘Ā᫂䈾āࡽˈ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ䘹 CǄ
06.Ǐਕǐüü 丣Ҁ㢲кԆ㧧྆Ҷੇ˛üü ᱟⲴˈնᱟ䛓ᱟԆㅜа⅑㧧ᗇṬ㧡㖾྆Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐĀᱟḀӪㅜ...⅑ڊḀһā⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ᱟ wasˈࡉӾਕѝ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ĀԆā઼Ā亱྆āᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈ䘹 DǄ
07.Ǐਕǐüü ࡊѪӰѸⴻк৫䛓Ѹ䘧ᜁ˛üü ଖˈᡁ˄ࡊ˅↓൘ᙍ㘳а䚃ᴰ䳮Ⲵᮠ
ᆖ仈Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕䈕オ㺘Āࡊ↓൘ĂĂā
ˈ䘹 CǄ
08.ǏਕǐᡁӺཙлॸᗇ৫ⴻ५⭏ഐѪᴰ䘁ᡁаⴤૣൠহᇣǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕਟ⸕オṬ༴㺘ࡠ⧠൘ĀаⴤĂĂāˈ䘹 AǄ
09.Ǐਕǐ൘ᖃӺㄎҹ◰⛸Ⲵ⽮ՊѝˈӪԜਚޣᗳⲴᡀቡˈ㘼нᱟⲴࣚ࣋Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᡀቡᱟӾ䗷৫ࡠ⧠൘ᡰਆᗇⲴ㔃᷌ˈ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ䘹 DǄሶᶕᰦнᱟᴰ֣⨶䀓Ǆ
10.ǏਕǐԆԜ৫䗷俉є⅑Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhave been 㺘Āᴮ㓿৫䗷ā
˗have gone 㺘Āᐢ㓿৫ḀൠҶāǄ䘹˞Ǆ
䰵䈫˖ᵜ᮷ѫ㾱ӻ㓽Ҷ㖾ഭӪ൘ᰕᑨ㺘䗮ѝᡰ⭘ࡠⲴаӋо⥛ᴹ⸝Ⲵޣ䈝Ǆ
1. ǏㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾ᮷ㄐⲴㅜаਕ䈍ਟ⸕ˈ⥛ᱟ㖾ഭӪᴰௌ⡡Ⲵᇐ⢙Ǆ
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2. Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾ Some cats like to catch small birds, like canaries.а䈝ਟ᧘ᯝࠪ canary ᱟа呏Ǆ
3. ǏㆄṸǐ˝
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ $IDWFDWLVDSHUVRQZLWKDORWRIPRQH\а䈝ਟ⸕ˈ㖾ഭӪ〠ᴹ䫡ӪѪ IDWFDWǄ
4. ǏㆄṸǐ˞
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐӾ ,IVRPHRQHORRNVYHU\SURXGRUVDWLVILHGZLWKKLPVHOIZHVD\KHORRNVOLNHWKHFDWWKDW
ate the canary.а䈝ˈਟࡔᯝࠪㆄṸѪ BǄ
5. ǏㆄṸǐˠ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ᮷ㄐ䇢䘠Ҷഋњо⥛ᴹ⸝Ⲵޣ䈝Ǆ
ᆼᖒ˖
26.ǏㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ䶒Ⲵਕᆀ Some people have very good memories ˈਟ⸕ᇩ᱃䇠տь㾯Ǆ
27.ǏㆄṸǐ˞
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐަԆӪⲴ䇠ᗶ࣋ᐞǄSome аӋ˗Other ަԆⲴˈ⌋ᤷ˗The others ަ։Ⲵˈ⢩ᤷǄ
Others ަԆⲴˈ࡛ӪǄᡰປ䇽൘ਕѝᇊ䈝؞侠䇽 peopleˈ⭘ OtherǄ
28.ǏㆄṸǐ˝
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐԆԜ৽༽ൠ䈤㜭䇠տǄuntil ⴤࡠǄ
29.ǏㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐԆਟԕ⋯⵰ՖᮖⲴԫօаᶑ䮯㺇䎠Ǆṩᦞ 7KHIDPRXV(QJOLVKZULWHU ਟ⸕䈕䘹 CǄ
30.ǏㆄṸǐˠ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ❦ਾ䇹Ԇ㓿䗷Ⲵᡰᴹ୶ᓇⲴᆇǄ
31.ǏㆄṸǐ˞
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐྭⲴ䇠ᗶ࣋ሩᆖҐ䈝䀰ᴹᖸབྷⲴᑞࣙǄA great help in doing sth ሩڊḀһᴹᖸབྷᑞࣙǄ
32.ǏㆄṸǐ˝
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐབྷᇦ൘ᆙᆀᰦ䙊䗷䇠ᗶੜࡠⲴь㾯ᆖҐ㠚ᐡⲴ䈝䀰Ǆ
33.ǏㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐլѾᆖҐє䈝䀰䐏ᆖҐааṧᇩ᱃Ǆ⭘࢟䇽؞侠ĀᆖҐāˈ൘ asˊˊ
ˊas ѻ䰤ˈ
㾱⭘㓗Ǆ
34.ǏㆄṸǐ˟
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ൘ᆖṑᆖ⭏ᆖҐㅜҼ䈝䀰нᱟᖸᇩ᱃ഐѪԆԜᖸቁᴹᰦ䰤⭘ᆳǄFew ؞侠༽ᮠ䇽ˈ
㺘ᇊ˗a little ؞侠нਟᮠ䇽ˈ㺘㛟ᇊ˗little ؞侠нਟᮠ䇽ˈ㺘ᇊ˗DIHZ ؞
侠༽ᮠ䇽ˈ㺘㛟ᇊǄ
35.ǏㆄṸǐˠ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ䇠ᗶቡۿᡁԜ⇿ཙ߉Ⲵᰕ䇠Ǆlooks like ⴻ䎧ᶕ˗ۿlikes ௌ⅒˗is like ۿǄ

ㅜ8ཙ
01.Ǐਕ
ਕǐޛᴸҼॱаਧਁ⭏Ⲵ䛓൪⚛⚮䗴ӺѪ→ᐢ㓿ᤱ㔝ҶаઘҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオᴹ᰾⺞Ⲵ䗷৫ᰦ䰤⣦䈝ˈ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ㅜҼオⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝ᱟ until now ઼ IRU
a weekˈ᭵⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ䘹 AǄ
02.ǏਕǐSheldon ᵜਟԕ൘∄䎋ѝᢃ䍕 Howardˈնᴰਾа䫏Ԇཚ㋇ᗳҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇਕⲴĀᵜਟԕĂĂā઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝Āᴰਾа䫏āˈਟ⸕⭘䗷৫ᰦˈ䘹 BǄ
03.ǏਕǐᖸਇᆙᆀԜⲴ⅒䗾ˈ䘉Ӌ⧙ާআᗇᖸྭˈ䗷єཙቡআݹҶǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘һ⢙Ⲵᙗ䍘ˈ
Āআᗇྲօāˈѫࣘ㺘㻛ࣘ˗ㅜҼオ㺘Āআāˈᴹ㻛ࣘˈ䘹 DǄ
04.Ǐਕǐᴰ䘁ˈаॳ䶂ቁᒤ㚊䳶൘䮯кୡྕ䘀ⅼᴢǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਕ઼ᰦ䰤⣦䈝Āᴰ䘁āˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦˈ䘹 DǄ
05.ǏਕǐᡁӺཙ㔉ྭᴻ৻ᢃҶй⅑⭥䈍ˈնᱟаⴤঐ㓯Ǆ
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